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➢ Definitions
Certificate Of Conformity of Activity: The document that the Harbor Facility is
obliged to receive
Hazardous Materials Safety Advisor: A natural person, whose duties he/she to
perform and his/her qualifications are authorized by furnishing a hazardous Materials
Safety Advisor Certificate by the Ministry
Hazardous Materials Guide A guide that describes how Harbor Facilities that handle
hazardous substances manage all operations involving hazardous substances and
measures are fulfilled that are outlined in Article 11 and outlined in article 12 of this
regulation,.
Harbor Facility Operation Permit: According to the fourth paragraph of article 6 of
the Coasts Act Port, cruise port, marina, passenger terminal, jettys, docks, shelter,
berth, gas/liquefied petroleum gas pipeline and buoy systems and such coast facilities
and super and infrastructure facilities that can be erected on the coast where a
permissions are granted by the Ministry.
Ship Broker: Person or organization by their agreements who fulfills his/her own
obligations in the contract and acts for the name and account of the ship owner, captain,
or the one who hired the ship and safeguards their rights against the third parties and
corporations and who is paid in return
Hazardous Materials Handbook: The Manual prepared for the harbor facilities that
are employed with hazardous cargo shipment / discharge and handling and temporary
storage in order to contribute to the fulfillment of these activities in a safe manner;
according to the hazardous materials classes, hazardous materials packaging,
packaging, labels, signs and packaging groups, classification of hazardous Materials
separation terms at the ship and port, hazardous cargo documentation, including
hazardous cargoes and emergency action flowchart subjects,in a size that can be
carried in the pocket.
Transshipment: Transfer of Materials from ship to ship
Fumigation: Process of application of chemicals in solid, liquid or gas form that effect
in a gas form in order to destroy the harmful organisms in an enclosed cargo transport
unit or ship warehouse
Anchor winch: equipment that winds up ropes tight
Hazardous Waste: it is a given name for all the wastes that pose a threat to
environment and people which are flammable, caustic, inflammable, irritating and toxic
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➢ INTRODUCTION
In order to have the hazardous Materials transportation activities that are to be
conducted by sea way in an economic, rapid, safe, quality manner that is at least
destructive to the environment and in order to ensure that it is realized compatible with
other form of transportation activities "Regulation On The Sea Transportion of
Hazardous Substances" has been entered into force on by having been published in
the Official Gazette No. 29284 dated 03.03.2015.
In accordance with the 10th article of the above mentioned regulation, Harbor
facilities that handle hazardous substances should prepare the guide for hazardous
substances (TMR) and publish by the date 01.01.2016. together with all operations
involving hazardous substances responsibilities specified in the Clause 11 of the
regulation and measures outlined in article 12, which describes how it is fulfilled.
Accordingly, a copy of the TMR will be prepared and delivered to the
chairmanship of the port by the Harbor Facilities in the appropriate format in Turkish
and English
The prepared TMR is made available for the access and knowledge of all the
staff at the coastal facility public authorities and the facility users TMR, will be broadcast
in the official website by the harbor facility operator excluding the issues that directly
relates with security and the information in the nature of a trade secret.
All parties that take part in the hazardous load transport activity are required to
take all the measures in order to realize transportation safety, making it safe and
harmless to the environment, to prevent accidents and to minimize the damage when
the accident happened as soon as possible! For this reason; Guide to hazardous
substances (TMR) has been prepared for Global Terminal Services-GTS.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. General information on the facility

1

2

FACILITY INFORMATION FORM
Name/title of the owner of the facility
Erkin ÖZÇELİK /Terminal Manager (by proxy)
Address : Dörtyol facilities yeşilköy mh. Kırıkköprü
Contact information of the operator of the
çaykara cd. No:151
facility
Phone: 0 326 734 1620
(address, phone, fax, e-mail and web page)
Facsimile: 0 326 734 1634
eMail: erkin.ozcelik@globalterminal-tr.com
Web address: www.globalterminal-tr.com

3

Name of the Facility :

4

Province of the facility

Global Terminal Service-GTS
(Global Terminal Hizmetleri A.Ş.)
HATAY
Address : Yeşilköy Mh. Çaykara Cd. Dış Kapı

5

6
7
8

9
10

Contact information of the facility
(address, phone, fax, e-mail, web page)

12

Name and surname of the facility operator,
contact details (telephone, fax, e-mail)

15

Mediterranean
İskenderun Port Authority
Phone: 0 326 614 1192
(Dörtyol Belediyesi)
Dörtyol Municipality
Phone: 0 326 712 9201
-

the free zone or organized industrial zone that
the facility is located.
Harbor Facility Operation Permit/Effective
date of temporary operation permit
The activity status of the facility

14

Phone: 0 326 734 1620
Facsimile: 0 326 734 1634
eMail: erkin.ozcelik@globalterminal-tr.com
Web address: www.globalterminal-tr.com

Geographical region of the facility
the contact details of the port authority that the
facility is linked to
The Municipality that the facility is linked to

11

13

No:27/17 İç Kapı No:1 Dörtyol-HATAY (Adres No:
2434902942)

Name and surname of the facility's hazardous
material operations responsible, contact
details (telephone, fax, e-mail)
Name and surname, contact details of the
facility's hazardous material safety
consultant(telephone, fax, e-mail)
Sea coordinates of the facility

01. 06. 2024
His/her own
load and an
extra 3rd
person
(…)

His/her own
load
(…)

3rd party
(X)

Name Surname: Erkin ÖZÇELİK (by poxy)
Phone: 0 326 734 1620
Facsimile: 0 326 734 1634
eMail: erkin.ozcelik@globalterminal-tr.com

Name Surname:
Orkun DÖKENER (IMDG&ADR DGSA)
Phone: 0 533 357 8055 - 0 533 353 6659
eMail: orkund@3edanismanlik.com
36° 48' 36" N 036° 06' 00" E
36° 49' 09" N 036° 07' 12" E
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36° 50' 45" N 036° 06' 36" E
36° 50' 18" N 036° 05' 24" E
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

The types of the hazardous materials handled
in the facility (MARPOL Annex I, IMDG Code,
Grain Code, IBC Code, IMSBC Code, The
Grain Code, loads within the frame of TDC
Code and asphalt/bitumen and scrap loads)
Types of ships that will be able to dock to the
facility
distance of the Facility to the main road
(kilometres)
distance of the Facility to the railway
(kilometres)
Or rail link (yes/no)
The name and distance of the nearest airport
to the facility (km)
Freight-handling capacity of the facility
(ton/year; TEU/year; Vehicle/year)
Whether scrap handling is carried out in the
facility
MULUGETA gate? (Yes/No)
There is Bonded area? (Yes/No)
load handling equipment and capacities
Storage tank capacity (m3)
Open storage area (m2)
Semi enclosed storage area (m2)
Closed storage area (m2)
Designated fimügasyon and/or fimügasyon
removal area (m2)

31

The name of services provider for pilotage
and towage name / title contact details

32

Are there a Safety Plan in place? (Yes/No)

33

Capacity of Waste Receiving Facility

34
Properties of Dock/jetty site etc.
Dock/jetty
Erkek
Width
Maximum water
No.
(meter) (meter)
depth (metres)

GTS jetty

2300

NA

19. 2

The name of the pipeline (the facility is available)

Crude Oil, Fuel Oil, Gasoline, Diesel, Kerosene,
Naphtha
Tankers for petroleum and derivatives
2 km
1, 5 km
Şakirpaşa Havalimanı – Adana
100 km
2.000,000 ton/year (2018)
No
No
Yes

657.572,27 m³
164.107,73 m2
39.058,27 m2
N/ A
Pilotage service is provided by Anadolu
Klavuzluk A.Ş. Tugboat services are provided
by Uzmar Uzmanlar Denizcilik Tic.ve San.
Ltd. Şti and/or Arpas Ambarlı Trailer Pilotaj
Tic. It is provided by A.Ş.
Yes
Waste Type
Capacity (m3)
Slope
1000
Sludge
145
Bilge
145
Waste oil
20
Dirty water
5
Waste
1,8
Minimum
water
depth
(metres)

largest ship tonnage and length to
accost
(DWT or GRT-meter)
Displacement tonnage

9. 4

230,000 ton/287 meters

Quantity
(Item)
1

Length
(meter)
2642

Diameter
(inch)
36
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Black and white products

1
1
1
1
1

2662
3478 (black)
3508 (white)
783
778

30
16
16
12
8

1. 2 Loading/Evacuating, handling and storage Procedures related to Hazardous
Cargoes that are handled and Temporarily Stored at the harbor facility
Load/discharge of the hazardous cargoes that are handled and temporarily stored in
the Harbor Facility Regarding to the handling and storage at the Global Terminal Services*GTS
Ceyhan Terminal via Sea and land acceptance principles of the petroleum products, loading
and unloading operations, together with ship operations, tank placement plans and the product
quality and quantity control, with liability, defines the powers and methods.
Sea Side: Q88 of and product name/quantity, demurrage price and time of arrival of the ship
is informed to the operation of the Department, depending on the storage supplied and/or
throughput contract, in accordance with the instructions and information from customers as
belonging to the operations of the planned ship according to the loading or discharge operation
plan by the Client company which belongs to the ship in question By checking the suitability
of the Ship to the Terminal rules procedure of Q88 technical approval or non-compliance
information is transmitted in writing to the customer within 24 hours. by checking its compliance
with the estimated ship arrival time and notifications with regard to the terminal ship traffic
written confirmation id given to the customer about the acceptance time.
in General at the Operations furnished for the purpose of Evacuating the Terminal Bill
of Lading, Cargo manifest, Certificate of Quality, Certificate of Origin and Ship Ullage Report
is requested from the customer. In case that there is a non-compliance found on any of these
provided documents the customer is informed. At the loading and discharge operations that
will be held in the terminal in order to organize all activities from the arrival of the ship at the
port until its departure, the information of the agency assigned by ship owner is obtained from
the customer. At the loading and discharge operations that will be held in the terminal in order
to organize all of its customs and official activities from the arrival of the ship to the port until
its departure customs clearance agent supplies the information from customer.
Heating instructions are received for the product containing fuel oil as agreed with the
customer at the loading operations. After that, the necessary instructions are givento the
Terminal. In the discharge or loading operations the cleaning of the harbor tank , the adequacy
of sufficient capacity, is controlled by the Terminal operations.
Land Side: In line with the customer's demand, it is the document, showing the origin of the
materials prepared by the terminal representative and signed by the customs agency, on behalf
of the customer or its bank for its part, prepared by GTS that the quantity showing the type of
product stored and information of the storage facility and it is the document confirming on
behalf of the terminal that the product can not be transferred to 3rd Party Companies and no
loading may take place from the tank without written instruction of the customer and/or its
Bank. in response to the furnished trust certificate of tank it includes information such as sales
and loading permit, it is the written instruction of the customer and/or its Bank for the transfer
of the product to 3rd Party Companies. Concerning the product to be loaded or to be released
physically,its quantity, tank number, the temperature, quality of the product is specified clearly.
Relevant instructions are received from the customer. Tanks are determined.on the basis of
the names and capacities of the tank depending on the storage and/or throughput contract. In
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order to use the storage capacity of the terminals in the most efficient way allocation plan is
made in line with the product specifications, quality values and customer demands.
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2. RESPONSIBILITIES:
The responsibilities of all parties:
All parties that take part in the hazardous load transport activity are required to take all the
measures in order to realize transportation safety, making it safe and harmless to the
environment, to prevent accidents and to minimize the damage when the accident happened
as soon as possible!
2. 1 The responsibilities related to load are as follows:
a) Prepares and has all necessary documents, information, papers related with hazardous
cargo has them prepared and makes these documents at the time of transport operations
available along with the cargo.
b) Provides the classification, identification, packing, the marking, labeling, the plating of
hazardous cargo according to the legislation.
c) Provides loading, stacking, securing, transporting and unloading of hazardous cargo in a
safe manner to packaging, container and cargo transport unit approved and in line with the
rules.
ç) Ensures that all relevant personnel are trained on risk, safety measures, safe working,
emergency measures, security and similar issues of the hazardous cargo hauled by sea way
and keeps the training records.
d) Ensures that necessary safety precautions are taken for Hazardous materials that are non
complying with the rules, insecure or creating risk to people or the environment.
e) Provides necessary information and support In cases of emergency or related to the
accident
f) Inform the authorities of hazardous materials accidents that took place in his/her area of
responsibility .
g) In the controls carried out by the official authorities he/she provides the requested
information and documents and maintains the necessary cooperation.
2. 2 The responsibilities of the harbor facility operator are indicated as follows
a) Provides convenient, sheltered, docking and mooring of ships in a safe way.
b) Ensures that the entry exit system between ship and harbor is convenient and safe.
c) Provides the training for individuals involved in activities of loading, unloading and handling
of hazardous cargo.
ç) Provision of transport, handling, separation, stacking and temporarily dwelling and
controlling of hazardous cargo in the operation site in a safe manner and in line with the rules
by the qualified, trained personnel that take safety measures.
d) Demands all necessary documents, information, papers associated with hazardous cargo
from the person concerned with the load makes available along with the cargo.
e) Maintains an up to date list of all hazardous cargoes in the operation field
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f) Ensures that all facility personnel are trained on risk, safety measures, safe working,
emergency measures, security and similar issues of the hazardous cargo handled and keeps
the training records.
g) Makes the control of the relevant documents that In order to confirm that the hazardous
cargo entering the facility is Identified, classified, certified, packaged, labeled, declared, loaded
according to the rules and it is hauled, in a safe manner to packaging container and cargo
transport unit as approved and in line with the rules.
ğ) Informs the port authority by taking necessary safety precautions for Hazardous materials
that are non complying with the rules, that are insecure or creating risk to people or the
environment.
h) Provides that emergency arrangements are made and all the relevant people are informed
about these matters.
ı) Informs about the hazardous materials accidents that occur in the area of operation
responsibility, to the port authority.
i) At the controls made by the official authorities facilitates the required collaboration and
support .
j) Carries out the activities relating to hazardous materials at the docks, jettys, storages and
warehouses that has been established in accordance with these operations .
k) Bulk oil and petroleum products for ships and boats that will load or unload dedicated docks
and jettys, are equipped with installations and devices suitable for the work
l) Where temporarily storage of the hazardous materials in the plant area is impossible or
disallowed, he/she provides the transfer of hazardous materials as soon as possible outside
the Harbor Facilities without waiting.
m) The ships and marine vehicles carrying hazardous substances can not dock to jetty and
harbor without the permission of the port authority.
n) For containers in which the hazardous materials are transported a storage area is created
in accordance with the parsing and stacking rules and takes the necessary fire, environment
and other safety measures in this field. In the loading, unloading or transshipment of hazardous
materials to ships and marine vehicles ship officials and who takes care of loading, unloading
or transshipment, take the necessary safety measures. against hot and other hazards
especially in hot seasons Flammable substances are kept away from the operations that create
sparks and tool or tools that create sparks are not operated in the dangerous cargo handling
area.
o) Prepares Emergency Evacuation Plan For the evacuation of Ships and Sea Vessels From
the Harbor in Case of Emergency
2. 3 The responsibilities of ship's captain are as follows:
a) Maintains that the vessel, its equipment and devices are appropriate for hazardous material
transportation.
b) Demands all necessary documents, information associated with dangerous cargo from
harbor facility and the person concerned with the load provides that they accompany the
dangerous load.
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c) Provides complete implementation of safety measures and continuation makes the
necessary supervision and controls related with loading stacking, separation, processing,
transporting and unloading of dangerous cargoes to his ship,
ç) Controls that In order to confirm that the hazardous cargo entering the ship is Identified,
classified, certified, packaged, marked, labeled, declared, loaded according to the rules and it
is hauled, in a safe manner to packaging container and cargo transport unit as approved and
in line with the rules.
d) Provides that all ship personnel are informed and trained in risk, safety measures, safe
working, emergency measures of the carried, loaded, unloadeddangerous cargoes and in
similar issues.
e) Provides that appropriately qualified and trained persons works as the occupational safety
measures have been taken concerning the loading, unloading and processing of dangerous
cargo
f) He can neither get out of boundaries allocated for him, nor can dock to jetty and harbor
without the permission of Port authority.
g) Applies all rules and measures during navigation, maneuvering, anchoring, docking and
departing for the safely transportation of dangerous load in his/ her ship
ğ) Provides secure entry exit access between ship and harbor.
h) Informs his/her staff.concerning applications, safety procedures, emergency measures and
intervention methods for the Dangerous substances in his/her ship.
ı) Maintains an up-to-date list of all hazardous cargoes on board and declares to those who
are concerned.
i) Informs the port authority of the situation by taking necessary safety precautions for
Hazardous materials that are non complying with the rules, that are insecure, creating risk to
the ship, people or the environment.
j) Informs about the hazardous loads accidents that occur in the Ship to the port authority.
k) At the on board controls made by the official authorities facilitates provides the required
collaboration and support .
2. 4 Responsibilities of the Hazardous Materials Advisor
According to article 8 of the Regulation on Transport Of Hazardous Substances via Seaway
the facilities must employ a dangerous goods Safety Advisor. However, in the Article 19 of the
same Regulation it is expressed that Article 8 also takes effect on 01.01.2018.
Article 19 – (1) 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th articles of this regulation will take effect on 1/1/2016,
8th article on 1/1/2018, other articles will take effect on the date of issue..

3. RULES AND MEASURES TO BE APPLIED BY THE HARBOR FACIILITY
Harbor Facility operators, that has the Hazardous goods conformity certificate of take the
following measures.
a) If Harbor Facility operators, that fail to provide that hazardous substances are stored to the
area, they are unloaded at the jettys or docks without keeping it waiting at the harbor area
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provide immediate transportation of these substances out of the harbor facility as soon as
possible. There is pipeline available in the Facility and hazardous materials are stored via
pipeline from jetty to land.
b) Hazardous materials are packaged accordingly and information that identifies the hazardous
material and information on risks and safety measures are provided on its packaging. There
are no packing activity within the facility.
c) HAZMAT effect on officer Harbor Facility personnel, ships and other authorized people, load,
loading, unloading and storage characteristics of the load during physical and chemical
protective clothing. All on-site personnel work with fire-resistant nomex fabric protective
coverall, Nitrile gloves, hard hat, steel nose safety shoes and with life jackets on the jetty.
ç) the people to do the fire fighting are equipped with firefighters equipment and fire
extinguishers and first aid units and installations are kept ready to be used at any moment in
the operation site of dangerous materials. The fire-fighting equipment at the facility are
sufficient and are ready for use.
d) Harbor Facility operators, prepare Emergency Evacuation Plan For the evacuation of Ships
and Sea Vessels From the Harbor in Case of Emergency and present to the port authority for
approval.
e) Harbor Facility operators are required to take, fire, security, and safety measures. On site
fire and safety measures are taken and maintained ready for use.
f) Harbor Facility operators, have the port authority authorize the issues mentioned in this
article and announce it to those concerned.
g) control of the provisions of this article, is carried out by the port authority and if any nonconformance detected, Processing operation is halted, and the non-conformance is remedied.
ğ) According to education and authorization regulation within The International Code the
Hazardous Cargoes Carried via Seaway that is Published in the Official Gazette on the issue
dated 11.02.2012, and numbered 28201 personnel who is not holding any of the necessary
training and certificates, are not allowed to participate in the dangerous cargo-handling
operations and to enter work and to the areas where these operations take place
4. CLASSES OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES, HANDLING, LOADING / DISCHARGE
HANDLING, PARSIING, STACKING AND STORAGE
4. 1 The classes of hazardous materials
Table 1: Class and the UN numbers of hazardous substances
Name
of
Material
Crude Oil
Fuel oil
Gasoline
Diesel fuel
Jet A-1
Naphtha
LNG

Hazardous

UN Number

Hazard Class

1267
3082
1203
1202
1223
1268
1972

3
9
3
3
3
3
2

4. 2 Packing and Packaging of hazardous substances
No packing and packaging operation at the facility for hazardous substances contained
in the facility.
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4. 3 Plates, brands and labels for hazardous materials
Plates, brands and appropriate labels for hazardous materials should be attached to
vehicles. according to the class of dangerous goods.
environmentally hazardous label also used for crude oil and fuel oil. Hazardous material sheet
/ plate

Figure 1: Labels and plates for hazardous substances

4. 4 Groups of marks and packaging of hazardous substances
Hazardous substances stored at the facility can not be packaged due to the fact that
they are stored in very large-capacity storages. Therefore,a hazardous mark can not be put on
therm. hazardous sign is placed on the hazardous materials transportation made via highway.
Class 3 plaque and orange plate for gasoline, diesel, Jet a-1, Nafta
Class 9 plaque and orange plate and Hazardous to Environment Plate is placed for Fuel Oil.
Class 3 plaque and orange plate and Hazardous to Environment Plate is placed for Crude Oil.
4. 5 According to classes of hazardous substances on board and in port parsing tables
Since each arriving ship carries a single hazardous substance a parsing situation does not
occur.
Hazardous materials on the ships that dock in dock out of the GTS jetty are transported
through the pipeline and each item has its own pipeline. Pipelines are expressed as white
and black products.
4. 6 Parsing distances of the dangerous cargoes in the warehouse storages and parsing
terms
On-site hazardous materials are stored in enclosed fixed tanks and there is no
packaged storage. Tank groups are surrounded by the dike walls. Dike pool of each group of
tanks is as much as the capacity of the largest tank within the group that it is located.
4. 7 Hazardous materials documentation
Ship waste transfer form, written instructions, SRC 5 document for tanker drivers.
5. MANUAL FOR HAZARDOUS CARGO HANDLED AT THE HARBOR FACILITIES:
The harbor facilities that are employed with hazardous cargo shipment / discharge and
handling and temporary storage prepared a hazardous materials manual in order to contribute
to the fulfillment of these activities in a safe manner; according to the hazardous materials
classes, hazardous materials packaging, packaging, labels, signs and packaging groups,
classification of hazardous materials parsing terms at the ship and port, hazardous cargo
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documentation, including hazardous cargoes and emergency action flowchart subjects,in a
size that can be carried in the pocket.
Crude oil;
The liquid hydrocarbons that are formed by transfiguration of the organic material in the Earth
and stored in the porous rocks are called as crude oil. The term "crude" at the start of the oil
indicates that it is a raw material and it has not been processed yet. as the crude oil is
decomposed into the components in the refinery (distillation), many intermediate materials and
fuel products are obtained which we use in our daily lives.
Components obtained from crude oil by distillation;
Crude oil as a result of refining and processing in the refineries, on average, 43%
gasoline, 18% fuel oil and diesel fuel, 11% LPG (liquefied petroleum gas, propane or propanebutane mixture), 9% of jet fuel, 5% asphalt and 14% other products it is obtained.

Petroleum products handled in our terminal;
The following name, UN number and hazard classes of the specified petroleum
products are handled in our Terminal.
Table 2: Petroleum products handled in the facility
Name
of
Material
Crude Oil
Fuel oil
Gasoline
Diesel fuel
Jet A-1
Naphtha

Hazardous

UN Number

Hazard Class

1267
3082
1203
1202
1223
1268

3
9
3
3
3
3

During storage, processing, transfer of petroleum and natural gas products and feeding
them to the end user, in order to prevent the material, spiritual and environmental hazards that
may occur with regard to the operations at the terminal, considering all the legal arrangements,
some security and safety measures are implemented in the field of Job Hazard Analysis, Task
Safety Analysis, Risk Assessment and Risk Management.
Class 2 Hazardous Gases;
Precautions to be taken in emergency situations in the safety data sheet for Crude oil:
UN1267 - Fuel Oil: UN 3082 – Benzin: UN 1203 – Mazot: UN 1202 – Jet A-1: UN 1223 – Nafta:
UN 1268 – LNG: UN 1972 are applied. Physician assistance is sought for treatment according
to the symptoms.
REMARK: UN 1972 LNG class 2 (natural gas) product is not among the cargoes

transported and handled by sea at the port but is stored behind the boiler house for tank
heating purposes. Receiving and unloading is done by land vehicles (tankers).
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CLASS 2

Figure 2: Class 2 labels of hazardous gas

Class 2 gases substances in category;
Class 2 1 red flammable gas (e.g. those who are labeled. LPG Natural Gas Acetylene)
Class 2 2 ones with green-label are non-flammable compressed gases (Eg. Helium,
nitrogen, Argon),
Class 2 3 ones with the White-labels are loads that contain poisonous gases. (E.g.:
Hydrogen fluoride, carbon dioxide, chlorine)
The supply of natural gas liquefied by cooling LNG arrive at the responsibility of the
company made the purchase to our terminal and are stored for use.
Class 3 Flammable Liquids

Figure 3: Labels for class 3 flammable liquids

CLASS 3 : Class 3- contains flamable liquids whose flashpoint is under 61 C that
contains reduced accuracy liquid explosives.
Such liquids are stored within the framework of the commercial activities in our terminal
and loading and unloading operations Sea/Land tankers are carried out.
GRADE 8: Class 8 Corrosive Substances;

Figure 4: Label for class 8 corrosive substances

All of those in Class 8 category are corrosive. Cargoes in this class are liquid or solid
substances that damage the tissue very seriously by burning, injuring or parsing the live
tissues. In addition, other cargoes, packaging they cause wear of the ship or vehicles carrying
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them especially when they're wet they erode metal (corrode or destroy faster). This class
contains a wide variety of acids and alkalis: for example, they are abrasive substances such
as hydrochloric, sulfuric, nitric and acetic acids, sodium hydroxide acids and having properties
of a base, giving out gases when come in contact with metals. (E.g.: Hydrochloric Acid (Salt
Spirit), sulfuric acid, nitric acid (Aqua Fortis), sodium hydroxide (caustic), potassium hydroxide,
sodium hypochlorite.
The supply of these type of chemicals arrive at the responsibility of the company made
the purchase to our terminal and are stored for use.
Class 9 Miscellaneous hazardous substances and objects;
CLASS 9:

Figure 5. Label for class 9 Miscellaneous Hazardous substances and Objects

Class 9 is the group of miscellaneous hazardous substances and articles. It has been
decided that they're hazardous but they contain loads that do not match with the definition of
other classes. This definitely, does not mean that these materials are less hazardous than
materials of other classes. They should be handled with equal care and attention that is shown
to others. This class contains two special UN numbered materials (sea-polluting substances)
given to liquid and solid substances that are hazardous for environment:these are not for
people, but they are hazardous to sea.
The wastes received from ships at our terminal (eg bilge and sludge) are considered to
be in this class.
Product information forms;
For the products that are stored in our facility whose name, UN number and the class
is given above product sample information forms are given in the booklet respectively
(Example is taken from MSDS of TUPRAS). These forms that are specially prepared for the
product and delivered to transportation vehicle responsible by the customer against signature
during transportation.
Hazardous materials storage conditions;
Products that are stored in our facility whose name, Un number and the hazard class
is given above which are complying to the internationally recognized standards according to
their classes are stored in the;
vertical cylindrical,
with insulation/without insulation,
heated/unheated,
with mixer/without mixer,
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outboard/fixed/from the inside floating ceilings,
Base center above/below,
level measured by mechanically and by radar ,
fire fighting and cooling equipped
tanks on the basis of the following table.

STORAGE CONDITIONS OF EXPLOSIVE FLAMMABLE AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS
STORAGE CONDITIONS OF EXPLOSIVE, FLAMMABLE AND DANGEROUS
Table 3. Storage conditions of explosive flammable and hazardous materials

EasyI Burning Gas/
Easy building Gas

Kolay Tutuşur Sıvılar /
Easy Burning Liquids

Tehlikeli Atık /
Hazardous Waste

IMCO
SINIF /CLASS

+

B

B

B

+

+

B

+

+

B : BİRİBİRİNDEN AYRILACAKTIR / STORED SEPARATELY + : BİRİLİKTE
DEPOLANIR / STORED TOGETHER
Drivers, properties of transport vehicles, emergency equipment, marking and labelling;
Land tankers, trailers, truck beds and drivers arrived in our facility for load carrying
purposes
According to the class of the load that they will receive from trailers, truck beds EX/II,
EX/III, FL, OX and AT vehicles features and approval certificates are sought The correctness
of the licenses and documents is controlled accordingly.
Vehicles, provided with General and personal protective equipment, Also specified
within the framework of the transport document label numbers it is controlled that they posses
the below-mentioned additional equipment.
Following equipment will be moved to the Transport unit:
-For each vehicle,according to the wheel diameter and the maximum mass of the
vehicle at least one chock of appropriate size;
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-Two pieces of erectable warning sign ;
-Eye rinsing fluid
In addition, for each team member in a vehicle
-A warning vest (as described in EN 471 standard);
-The appropriate portable lighting apparatus;
-A pair of protective gloves and
-Eye protective equipment (e.g. safety goggles).
Additional protective equipment required for some classes are:
-An emergency mask for each member of the vehicle crew ;
-Shovel 4;
-Drain seal 4;
-Collecting container 4.
According to the class of the load that he/she will take; he/she is requested from the
driver of the tanker to show the document that he/she has the adequate training for hauling
these loads
The road tankers according to the load class which they will carry are required to be
labeled as below and whether this is labeling is done correctly is controlled by means of the
check list.
After loading, in the framework of "written instructions", basic information is given to the
drivers with regard to the places where they can park in an emergency, as they transport the
goods and what they will pay attention to when parked, as they pass through the tunnel, the
highway and driving in the in the cities and the emergency equipment that must be kept in the
vehicle, emergency phone numbers and first aid, road safety, and personal protective
equipment use are provided in return for a signature.

6. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
6. 1 Berthing & Mooring: While the ship is moored to the buoy and to the jetty, it is related
to providing an effective mooring arrangement and to maintain these with the required
preparations and procedures The ship, terminal and port operators; in order to ensure the
mooring operation is realized safely, each one highly recommended to devote their whole work
power and attention to this information.
Personnel Safety: Including handling the tug boat, rope mooring, and the unberthing
operations, these operations are dangerous. it is very important that making everyone
concerned is fully aware of the dangers anf to take the appropriate measures to prevent
accidents.
The Mooring Safety: Drifting of a tanker out of the jetty due to insufficient mooring or to
terminate any excessive movement, may cause damage to a tanker and jetty facilities and may
cause a personal suffer an injury. Although the responsibility of appropriate mooring a tanker
belongs to the captain; the terminal and ships have a share in the safe and secure mooring.
Both the captain and the Terminal Representative are convinced that the ship is moored safely
cargo hoses or arms should not be connected
Preparations for arrival:
Tanker Mooring Equipment: Prior to the arrival to a port or jettys, all the necessary mooring
equipment should be ready for use. As long as anchoring is not prohibited you need, anchors
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should be ready in need. An appropriate number of personnel to handle the cables should be
available all the time.
Use of Tug Ships: Before tugs come alongside to help a tanker, it has no relevance what
kind of petroleum is hauled unless all cargo and ballast tank covers and flame doors are closed,
all cargo tanks are tested and free from hydrocarbon vapor, Captain should not allow Tugs and
other boats in order them to berth before he convinced himself that it is safe. In order to avoid
tugs; cause damage on the a tanker they should be equipped with the fenders as appropriate
and they should push the tankers at the solid places specified with signs.
If the Tugs berth to a tanker they should turn off their radar systems. Except for an
emergency case, the tugs; as they receive ballast to the tanks containing hydrocarbon vapor
when loading or discharging volatile petroleum they should not be allowed to come alongside
with the tanker and remain alongside. At any intention of the Captain, or during any cargo or
ballast activity of such, for tugs remained alongside at the request of the harbor he should
behave as usual and without the full agreement of all the relevant institutions should not receive
the load, and only after a risk assessment it should be realized.
Use of Tug Boats In Case Of Emergency: Sometimes in adverse weather, by the movement
of the tanker in an opening or closing way to jetty lines can be excessively strained with the
risks associated with defects of the mooring line. In such cases, in order to reduce the strains
on the ropes tugs can perform a useful task.,in keeping the ship against the dock. In such
cases, the cargo operations should be postponed temporarily immediately, hoses or loading
arms should be removed and the machine should be set to the ready status.
Mooring at the Jetty: An effective management of ship berthing requires a good
understanding of the berthing principles, the information about the berthing equipment fitted
on board, proper maintenance of this equipment and review of breastfasts on a regular basis.
The captain of the ship is the initial responsible for the safety and proper mooring. However,
terminal knows the capacity of the jetty equipment and knows about the local information on
the environmental work and therefore he/she must advice the captain about the composition
of the mooring ropes and about the limits of work.
Type and Quality of Mooring Lines: All of the mooring ropes must be preferably of the same
material and structure. Like those limiting the movement of the tanker at the jetty, flexible
cables with low elongation features are recommended for larger tankers. In order for the large
tankers to be moored at the terminal other than those mooring at the single point instead of
steel wire ropes wound on the drum high modulus synthetic fiber ropes should be put. The
recommendations for them to be used are included in the publication of the OCIMF the High
Module Synthetic Fiber Ropes Usage Guide such as 'Large Tanker Mooring Lines. The ropes
whose flexibility is too much ordered are not recommended since they allow the excessive
movement getting affected by due to the power of strong winds or currents due to the passing
ships. Given within a mooring the model, ropes with different flexibility should never be used
in the same direction together. Mooring terms and rules can be different from port to port. As
ships pass close or as a result of dead wave conditions that can occur where there is dynamic
loading to the ropes (shock), high modulus synthetic fiber mooring ropes can be made
available and to avoid the defects of mooring and for fiber tails at the end of the mooring wire
ropes, other elements of the mooring systems having sufficient flexibility. Tanker or terminal
can provide tails that do not exceed one-third of the distance between the rope anchor swivel
of the ship and the harbor rope mooring bollard. High modulus synthetic fiber ropes that fiber
tails are attached to or due to the fact that they dismember faster than wire ropes these must
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be at least 25% stronger than the rope they are attached to. In particular the place where they
are connected to the wire rope should be checked frequently and if there is any sign of damage
it should be changed.
Management of The Ropes at the Jetty That are Berthed To:
Control of the Ropes: Ship's staff is responsible for careful control and monitoring of the
ropes however, the appropriate qualified personnel at the harbor for them to be convinced on
their own that the ropes are controlled properly, (leaving those which are desta as unstretched
and those which are unstretched are hauled) the ropes should be checked regularly When
checking the complete mooring system, as the very stretched ropes or the empty ones are
checked, leaving each rope as empty or eliminating its unstretchedness, should not allow
overloading of other ropes he or should not allow movement of the tanker. The tanker should
be protected from touching the fenders If the tanker snaps to fenders the ropes and must not
be left unstretched. During cold weather, the cranes and windlasses working with
steam,should moved very slowly when not in use to avoid freeze damage.
Stretched Windlasses Self stretching cranes equipped with the ability to automatically haul
and leave as unstretched should not be run automatically while ships are moored. Such
described cranes will respond under load and with risks connected to the cargo arms or hoses
will allow the ship to get out its position in an automatic manner.
Cranes That Haul Ropes On Their Own: Wire ropes used to moor the big tankers are stored
normally in cranes that haul ropes on their own which is either single drum or double drum
because of the difficulty to be handled manually due to the weight and thickness. Some
features of this crane need to be clearly understood by the staff on board to avoid drifting of
tanker off the jetty as a result of a release of the winch brakes. Holding power design of the
brake, either designated by the ship owned or it can be the standard design of crane
manufacturer. Officer in charge in each ship should be aware of the designed brake holding
capacity of cranes equipped on the ship which haul ropes on their own. Lifting gear and brake
pads or physical conditions of the snatch blocks, have a significant effect in the holding
capacity of brake in the service Therefore rope crane brakes, should be tested within a period
not exceeding twelve months. A record of Regular maintenance and control and tests, must
be kept on board. If there is an important malfunction, brake pads and snatch blocks should
be renewed. Some of the newer self rope hauling winches are equipped with disc brakes that
are less wear affected Tools are available to test the crane brake holding capacity and may
have been provided on board for use by staff. In addition, if they fail to be done correctly, there
are a number of work procedures that can seriously reduce the retention capacity of the winch
brake. These include the following: capacity of a winch brake , is inversely proportional to the
Number of Wire Rope Layers at the Drum or to the mooring ropes in the drum or the number
of layers of wire rope. Designed holding capacity is generally, calculated based on the one row
of layer and for each additional row of layer there is a reduction in the holding capacity. This
may be important since as there is much as 11% reduction in the second row of layer. If brake
capacity of a double drum winch is evaluated, at the Working drum only one row of layer should
be allowed Crane Drum Winding Direction in both of Single or double drum winches, holding
power of the brake, If the mooring rope is wound on the winch drum in the wrong direction,
holding power of the brake is actually reduced. It would be against the stationary end of the
brake rather than the end fixed before arrival to the jetty, It is important to verify that the mooring
rope is wound around. winding in the opposite direction, may drop brake retention capacity, in
some cases, seriously as much as 50%. The correct winding direction is marked permanently
onto the drum to support the brake and to avoid disputes. The status of the drum and brake
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pads, oil, moisture and rust in the brake pad beds and drums can reduce brake retention
capacity significantly. Moisture or wetness can be relieved by by running crane and applying
the brake slightly but care should be taken for this movement not to cause.excessive abrasion
Oil contamination may not be cleaned, therefore the contaminated brake may need to be
renewed. By applying the brake in order to create the required retention capacity clutches
should be squeezed properly. (This is the Minimum rope breaking load (MBL) is usually 60%
Harbor Lines: Some terminals, in addition to tanker lines harbor lines are used. At places
where the harbor personnel handled harbor lines, they must be aware of all the hazards of the
operation and should adopt safe working practices. If the adjustable ends of the harbor ropes
are on the deck of the tanker tanker personnel should monitor them in order not to get
entangled with their own ropes. If harbor bound cranes and wire ropes are provided, the
responsibility for the supervision of rope should be agreed upon. If harbor bound drums are
provided when both ends of the rope drum are supplied on board the monitor and control of
the rope will be realized by the tanker. in order to avoid doubt, there should be a clear
agreement between the Terminal Representative and the officer in chief with regard to the
responsibility for the supervision and control of the terminal ropes.
Anchors: When moored in the berthed position the unused anchors must be secured in an
appropriate manner, with ratchet and jimmy but otherwise, should be ready for immediate use.

-

-

Unloading of Black and white products off the Ship :
Operation details where all of the information is with regard to the discharge to take
place are sent to the required persons via email by Operations Manager of the Ship.
Under normal conditions, the ship berths to thhe jetty under the command of a pilot
captain..
Control of other documents, correspondence and signing are performed with a check
list and protocol between the Loading master and ship's staff. Control of this document
and preparing the documents created as a result (Protocol, check list, ISPS declaration)
with the ship's captain, and will control the competence of the personnel together with
ship operations manager.
Line drawing to the shore tanks, cleaning preparation are realized before the ship
arrives when the ship arrives the coastal tanks are ready.
Control and measurements of the Shipboard and shore tanks are made by the
Supervisor company inspector. Following obtaining customs permits the ship is ready
for discharge.

The Pigs are placed before the discharge is started ment and use according to Pig
placement and operating instructions The valves on the lines are opened up to the harbor
water tank when discharge starts the pig also starts to be pushed with the product. Pig arrives
to harbour as the product at the back, water in front. Water is let to the tank of water on the
harbor.
When the pig reaches the harbor, stop command is Given at the harbor. according to
pig launching, receiving instruction. Harbor water tank valves are closed valves of the product
lines are opened which will take the product to the tank. Discharge of the product is continued
until it is finished at the ship side. Tank levels are monitored from the radar automation system.
When the product is finished evacuating from the ship and shore tanks and controlled and
made provisional (preliminary measure).
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When it is convinced that no product is remained in the ship for the sweeping up
process all the way up to the shore tanks of the filled lines from the sea to the shore tanks,
pigs are placed in again according to the pig launching, receiving instruction and from the
harbor with the help of water product in between pig leading product at the back pushed with
water. In the meantime, the unberthing procedures of the ship is performed by the Agency and
pilot..
When the pig reaches to the pig receiving station stop is ordered. Lines from sea to
land will wait until the next ship operation as filled with water. As a result, in order for all the
product that the ship discharged to be taken to the shore tanks, they are sucked with internal
lines and pumps and dumped to the tank. All product is taken to the shore tank and after
waiting for a while precise measurement is carried out by the inspector.
Loading of Black and white products on the Ship :
Operation details where all of the information is with regard to the loading to take place
are sent to the required persons via email by Operations Manager of the Ship.
The South side of the jetty has been designed for loading black products and the north
side for the white products. According to the ship's size berthing decision to either YP1
or YP2 is given by the operations Manager of the ship.
The ship is berthed to the jetty platform that is desired by the terminal Information for
Pilot captain is transmitted by the Operations Manager.
For cargo to be loaded aboard, shore tanks are measured by inspector and the Op.
Operator
When the berthing of the ship is complete and when check the List, protocol etc.
documents are completed the terminal personnel incumbent on board realizes
connection of the Loading Arms to the ship's manifold according to the loading arm
usage instructions.
MSDS of the product to be loaded is given to the ship's captain prior to loading to the
ship.
Ship's staff and inspector taking the measure of the ship's tanks, and making controls
raise the ship measure report (ullage report).
Venting doors of the shore cargo tank are opened against vacuum, after then, suction
valve of the tank to be loaded are opened under the supervision of a customs officer.
If the product contains H2S it is acted according to the the receipt of the H2S containing
product specification.
On the Harbor Electric opr. energizes. the ship filling pumps and limit valves.
Filling pump suction valves open, the pump is prtimed.
No matter what the operation conditions are the pipeline between the terminal and the
ship is filled with water after loading or unloading operations.
After white or black product internal lines have been filled pigging of shore -to-ship
loading lines is realized according to pig placement, the pig launching, pig receiving
instructions.
After the pigging job is over the valves of the ship's cargo tanks are opened by the ship
crew, the terminal staff opens ship's loading lever manifold valve.
In the beginning, loading starts with 1 pump, after then according to the rate that the
ship can contain by activating other pumps loading is continued as much as the specified
values in the Port Regulation or as much as it is demanded
Once more a pig operation is realized according to pig placement, the pig receiving,
pig launching, instructions, after finishing the shore tank and absorbing the internal lines
and loading to the ship.
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-

With the loading arm when manifold is flush with the ship loading is finished.
The ship manifold is closed.
Cargo tank valve and limit valve is closed.
Ship opr. separates loading arms from the ship according to the loading arm usage
instructions.
Inspector and the Opr. Operators measure the shore tanks, loaded amount from shore
to ship is calculated
At the same time, Inspector that resides in the ship measure the ship tanks, calculates
the amount in the ship tanks.
Mutual Agreement is ensured.

Loading of the ship is completed the ship's agent getting on board carries out departure
operations from the port captain of ship operations manager inspector and agent executive by
being readily available cross-signs the load the documents following the completion of the
paperwork ship unberths off the jetty with the help of the pilot captain.
6. 2 Recommendation of the terminal for adverse weather conditions : Design criteria for
the terminal, port and their equipment must determine the limitations of the parameters for
stopping or control of based cargo operations. Parameters can be determined with;
environmental conditions such as wind speed, tidal waves, and the physical limitations of the
jetty or like the dead wave, the fenders load or mooring point force. Any limitations should be
discussed with the tanker before operations begin and it is recorded on the Ship/Shore Safety
Check List. Terminal representative should warn the tanker, in the estimate of an adverse
weather conditions that needed to halt the operations or to reduce the loading or discharge
flow rates. In some cases, the necessary information can be obtained from the ship or the third
party institutions in the close vicinity. When environmental conditions are dangerous, terminal
administration will help to the risk management. to provide information and will consider to
provide the appropriate measuring instruments at the operation at the jetty
Current Wind Condition: If there is too little air movement, petroleum gas may remain in
strong concentrations on deck. If there's wind, vortexes may be created at the leeward side of
the living quarters of a tanker or the deck structure that may carry the gases climbing up to the
structure Moreover if there are conditions of which may also cause chimney sparks to fall to
the deck the operations must be stopped.
Lightning Thunderstorm: when a thunder storm is expected in the vicinity of tanker or
terminal whether the ship's cargo tanks are inerted or not The following operations
must be stopped:
• Processing of volatile petroleum,
• Processing of non-volatile petroleum where hydrocarbon vapor is evident.
• Ballast uptake to the tanks where there is hydrocarbon vapor
• Purging, tank washing making gas-free operations after the volatile petroleum is drained.
Including bypass valves fitted to the Tank ventilation system , all tank openings and ventilation
valves must be closed.
6. 3 Procedures for keeping away flammable, combustible, or explosive materials from
the processes that are forming / can create sparks and not to operate tools, equipment
or instrument that are forming / can create sparks in the handling and stacking storage
areas of Hazardous goods :
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General Hazards for Terminal : Whether at a jetty in the terminal or at sea, the measures to
be taken for all the time at the first instance in a tanker are indicated. It should be referred to
the relevant sections for the handling of cargo, for measures concerning the special procedures
such as ballast uptake, tank washing, inerting or access to closed section.
Control of Potential Ignition Sources :
Naked Flames: Where there is the hazard of oil gas existence the use of naked lights should
be strictly banned.
Smoking: Smoking creates significant hazards and therefore requires careful guidance .
Whereas the text of this chapter is related with cigarette smoking, controls should be
implemented for other inflammable products such as incense and joss stick; because this is a
worldwide accepted practice. As with tobacco products, the products giving out smokes as
they burn.without giving out flames should never be left close to the flammable materials.
Smoking and Smoking Control in the port: Smoking must have been allowed only in
controlled circumstances. in the Harbor. The acknowledged difficulties at the start of a limiting
process that is containing a full statement should not prevent the execution of such a method
if they are for the sake of a safe operation in order to ensure full compliance with the rules at
the harbor appropriate measures should be taken. While on dock, smoking should be banned
literally except for the approved smoking sections in any tanker and in the restricted area
encompassing all of the tanker terminals.
Location of the Designated Smoking Places: Designated smoking sections in the tank or
on the shore, must be agreed upon in writing. before the starting of operations between officer
in charge and terminal representative. Officer in charge is responsible for ensuring that all the
staff in the tank are informed about the designated places to post related warnings in addition
to the cigarette smoking, constant warnings of the tanker. Whenever a petroleum cargo is
handled or operations such as ballast uptake, purging with inert gases, gas-freeing and tank
cleaning is carried out certain criteria must be complied with in determination of smoking
places.
These criteria are:
• Designated Smoking sections, must be somewhere in the living quarters
• Designated smoking sections should not have direct doors or hoods open to the deck
• Especially in the absence of wind, when operations take place in the neighboring tankers or
jetty, hazardous conditions such as a sign of high concentration of oil and gas, should be
rarely considered.
• At the designated smoking areas, all openings and all doors opening to hallway should be
kept closed, except for their use.
While the tanker is at the terminal, even when no operation is carried out, upon
concluding a written agreement between the Officer in Chief and the Terminal Representative,
inside another enclosed living quarters, smoking is only allowed in designated smoking
sections. When stern loading / unloading connections are used, special care must be taken to
ensure that no smoking allowed in the living quarters that in any part or section has doors or
hatches opened to the stern loading / unloading manifold deck.
Matches and cigarette lighters: Safety matches or stationary (car type) electric cigarette
lighters should be kept in approved smoking areas.. All matches used in the tankers must be
safe type. The use of the matches and cigarette lighters outside the living quarters, should be
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banned except where it is allowed to smoke. Matches should not be taken anywhere where
petroleum gas in the tank deck may be evident. In the tankers electric ignition with sources
and all mechanical lighters and the use of portable lighters should be banned.
Unrefilled/disposable lighters create an uncontrollable ignition source posing a significant
danger. Since these type of lighters do not have a housing over the spark production
mechanisms in case of accidental falling it is enabled to become easily active. Carriage of
lighters and matches in terminal should be banned. In case of failure to obey severe penalties
should be applied under local rules.
Portable Electrical Equipment:
General: All portable electrical equipment, including lamps must be of an approved type for
operations in the dangerous regions,. When using the equipment a special attention should be
given, in order not to trip its cable somewhere insulator not suffer a damage for defects that
may occur prior to use, it should be carefully checked to ensure that the cables are securely
connected thus the equipment will be ready for use at any time. Special care must be taken to
avoid mechanical damage of flexible cables or their connections.
Electric Torches,Lamps and Portable battery powered Electric Equipment: Only
approved flashlights should be used which are authorized by an authority for use in the
flammable atmosphere in the tankers. UHF/VHF type portable radio equipment must be
actually of a safe.type. Watches, miniature hearing aid devices and small battery-powered
devices such as personal tools to regulate the heartbeat, are not significant sources of ignition.
Portable radios, audio recorders, electronic calculators, cameras that has battery inside, photo
flash units, cell phones and pagers, except for the types that are approved to be used in a
flammable atmosphere; should not be used in the tank deck or places where the gas can
enter. Trimod echo sounders, instruments are electronic units working with battery and must
be certified that they are suitable for use in flammable atmosphere.
Cameras: Current photo shooting equipment has a very wide range. Ships and terminals, in
different situations may encounter different types of cameras; for example, personal cameras
or video equipment belonging to the film crew or visitors and staff. Today photographic
equipments are widely used and while deciding whether it is safe to use them the following
general guidelines should be kept in mind. This guide only mentions the hazards of ignition
and It does not take into account the security aspects of camera operation that the ships may
come across to in some harbors. The battery containing camera equipment operation of the
electrical powered units such as distance control and film winding mechanism, or flash can
create an actuating spark should not be used in a hazardous area unless there is a certificate
for it is suitable for use. There are cameras that is capable with a built-in flash disposable after
use and care must be taken to ensure that these are not used in hazardous areas. There are
photographing equipment that does not contain a Flash or a part the working with batteries or
power like plastic disposable types without flash. These cameras can be regarded as safe for
use in hazardous areas. There are cameras are also available that work with direct mechanical
arrangement with a timer mechanism or the distance setting and film winding. and these can
be regarded as safe for use in hazardous areas.
Other Portable Electrical Equipment: A non-approved type of electrical or electronic
equipment should not be activateid, should not be operated or should not be used in dangerous
regions if it is electric or battery-powered. These include Radios, calculators, photography
equipment, laptop computers, handheld computers and are not approved for operation in
hazardous areas but also any other electric powered mobile equipments, but it is not limited
thereto. Due to the widespread use and availability appropriate measures should be taken to
prevent the use of above mentioned equipmentin hazardous areas. Staff should know that it is
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forbidden to use a non-approved equipment and terminals must have a policy to inform visitors
of the potential hazards related with the use of electrical equipment. Also terminals; has the
right to demand the unapproved parts of an equipment to be retained as a trust at the entrance
to the harbor area or inside terminal or at another appropriate boundary.
Placing and Management of Electric Equipment in Hazardous Zones:
General: A description of the different approaches for the classification of hazardous areas
has been prepared in this section, with regard to the electric installations and equipments in
the terminal dangerous areas. As a general guide, during maintenance and repair of the
electric equipment the safety measures to be observed are given.. It should be considered that
the standards for electric equipment and installations, is outside the scope of this guide.
Hazardous and Risky Regions:
Hazardous Regions in Terminal : In a terminal, the probability of existence of an explosive gas
mixture has led to presentation of hazardous areas classify into three regions. IEC classifies
hazardous regions, according to the duration of an explosive gas atmosphere and the
frequency of repeating itself within a certain time as follows:
• Zone 0: An area within an explosive atmosphere which consists of a mixture of gas, vapor or
mist form of flammable substances with air where it is permanent or long time or frequently
available
• Zone 1: An area within an explosive atmosphere which is likely to occur from time to time in
the gas, vapor or mist form in normal operation which consists of a mixture with air of flammable
substances.
• Zone 2: An area within an explosive atmosphere which does not consist of a mixture with air
that and which is not likely to occur in normal operation where gas, vapor or mist form of
flammable substances are available however, if they happen to occur, it will be only available
for a short time.
Hazardous Zones Classification Application for a Tanker at the jetty: While a tanker is at
the jetty, an area which is considered to be safe in the tank is possible to stay in one of the
hazardous zones of the terminal In such a situation and if there is an unapproved electrical
equipment doubt, therefore, such equipment must be isolated when the tanker is at the jetty.
Electric Equipment:
Fixed Electrical Equipment: Even at locations where it is rarely expected to find an
hazardous dangerous area and a flammable atmosphere fixed electrical equipment must be
of an approved type and in order not to have neither the equipment nor the provided cables to
be a source of ignition proper maintenance should be performed.
Closed Circuit Television: In a tanker or jetty if a closed circuit television system installed,
cameras and related equipment must be of an approved design for the regions where are
located in . If there is an approved design, there should not be any restrictions on their use.
While a tanker is at the jetty, there should be an agreement between the officer in charge of
the ship and the terminal representative with regard to the maintenance of this equipment.
Electrical Equipment and Installations in The Terminal, : In terminals, types and methods
of installations of electrical equipment, should be governed normally by the national rules and
when it is able to be applied , by the recommendations of International Electrotechnical
Commission.
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Electric Equipment Maintenance and Control:
General: All the apparatuses, systems and equipment including cables, cable ducts and the
like must be maintained in good condition. To achieve this, they should be checked on a regular
basis. The correct functional operation, at the desired safety standards is not required to be
expressed as appropriate.
Inspections and controls: All equipments, systems and plants, must be first checked out
when they are placed in. Following any repair, adjustment or changes, the mixed parts
installation must be checked. In a terminal, if there is a change at any time in the region
classification or in the flammability properties of the handled material, it should be checked to
ensure that adherence to the requirements are continued and for the revised zone
classification that all equipment is at the correct group and temperature class.
Maintenance of Electrical Equipment: The integrity of protection, performed with Safe
electrical equipment or explosion proof design can be compromised due to incorrect
maintenance procedures. Even the most basic mode of repair and maintenance operations for
the equipment in question must be performed with a full compliance to the manufacturer's
instructions in order to ensure a safe condition. This is especially relevant to the situation where
after changing a typical of a light bulb, the explosion proof modification of illumination instead
compromised the integrity of the light.
Insulation Test: Insulation test should be made when there is no flammable gas mixture.
Changes in Equipment, Systems and Installations: Without the permission of the relevant
authorities in a terminal, any modification, addition or removal in any approved equipment,
systems or device should not be carried out; that unless it is approved that such a change
does not invalidated the approval. No modifications should be made in the security features
that rely on pressurization, unberthing, purging techniques or other methods to providing safety
without the permission of the responsible engineer. when an equipment in a hazardous area
of terminal is permanently removed from service; the common electrical system must also be
removed from the danger zone or it should be left out of service in a zone appropriate to
classification in a correct manner. When an equipment in a hazardous area of terminal is
temporarily decommissioned; the remaining subjected conductors should be terminated
correctly as above or should be adequately isolated or should be electrically equalized from
each other and grounded. The cores of safe current cables either should be isolated from each
other or should be electrically equalized from each other and grounded.
Periodical Mechanical Controls: Special care must be taken to the following during the
controls of Electric equipment or installation:
• Cracks in metal, cracked or broken glass or flame-proof or bonding failures around the glued
glass in explosion-proof parts
• Ensuring that there is no lack of sealing no studs missing in the covers of the flame-proof
parts and there is no missing gasket in between the matched metal surfaces.
• That each connection is connected in a suitable way.
• Possible slackness in the joint locations in Cable ducts and fittings.
• The Cable's armor connection.
• Strains that could cause breaking in the cables
Electrical Repairs, Maintenance and Test Operations in Terminals :
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General: All maintenance work on electrical equipment should be made under control with a
permission or an equivalent safe management system that has effectively governed
procedures for protection of electrical and mechanical insulators. Use of mechanical locking
devices and safety plugs are strongly recommended.
Cold Working: Cold Working, should not be performed in any apparatus or cable system, until
the power is completely disconnected from the related electrical installations or the
apparatuses, neither should any flame-proof or explosion-proof part be opened, nor special
safety characteristics in the connection to the standard attachments should be weakened.
Power should not be reinstated until the work is finished and the above safety precautions are
returned to their original states. Any kind of such work must be done by an authorized person
only including replacement of light bulbs.
Hot Work: The use of soldering apparatuses or other tools containing a flame of fire or heat
and industrial type of apparatuses; are certified by a competent person which are previously
made safe for repair, modification or testing purposes and then, as the work advances under
these conditions it is allowed in a hazardous area within a given terminal that contained a
maintained zone. Given that such a Hot Work is needed in a jetty that a tanker is connected or
a tanker moored to a jetty the joint agreement of the Terminal Representative and Officer in
chief of must be first made, and a Hot Work Permit should then be issued. During a repair or
modification period subject to the same conditions, it may be allowed to give voltage to the
apparatuses once again for testing. Before attempting any hot work, hot work permit
documents should be prepared.
The Use Of Set of Tools:
Grit Blasting and Power Mechanical Tools: It should be noted that, grit blasting and the use
of powered mechanical devices In the maritime industry is not considered within the normal
hot working definition. However, since these activities have significant potential to create
sparks they should be done under the control of a work permit system or under the control of
the ship's safety management System. The following measures must be fulfilled:
• A work area should not be under the influence of a concentration of the flammable vapors or
emergence of vapors and there should be no flamable substances.
• Region Must be a gas-free Zone and tests with combustible gas measuring device should
not return a value more than 1% LFL.
• Unless Terminal Representative specifically allows, as a ship approaches a terminal
mechanical tools should not be used.
• There should be no cargo receiving, refueling, ballast take up, tank cleaning, gas-freeing,
purging or inerting operations.
• Appropriate fire fighting equipment must be deployed and ready for immediately use.
The tank and hose nozzle of a grit blasting machine, should be electrically synchronized and
grounded at the deck or place of work. While grit blasting or mechanical cleaning is underway
there is a risk of puncturing the pipeline and when planning such a study care should be taken
to this matter. Before starting work on the deck of the cargo circuits inside of these circuits
must be flushed the valves of the drop line should be closed, the circuit inside the tank should
be filled with water. Inside the section where the work will be underway it should be inerted so
as the oxygen content in the atmosphere or volume not to be more than 8% or it should be
gas-freed so as not to exceed 1%LFL. It similar measures should be adopted for the washing
circuits with the inert gas and crude oil.
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Hand tools: Use of Scraper hammers such as stripping knife or similar hand tools for steel
surface preparation and maintenance are permissible without a Hot Work Permit. The use of
these should be limited to the deck sections and sections not related with the the cargo
systems. The working area must be gas-free and must be cleared off flammable materials.
Ship must not be engaged with any cargo, fuel, ballast, tank cleaning, gas-freeing, purging or
inerting operations. Non-steel hand tools that are known to be non-sparking create less
unexpected spark because of their softness but they are not as effective as steel tools. Broken
concrete, sand or pebble-like substances might be smeared to to work surface or the edges of
the hand tools in question and these after then may cause a sparks as a result of collision with
made of steel or other hard metals. Therefore, the use of non-steel hand tools are not
recommended.
Communication Equipment:
Middle and high-frequency Radio Broadcasts: During the middle and high-frequency radio
emission (300 kHz - 30 MHz), substantial energy is spread comprising 500 meters from the
transmitting antenna, at the grounded 'receivers' (poles, equipment, mast-stays, etc. ) capable
of generating an activating spark which can cause an electrical potential. Emissions can cause
arcing,when the surface of the antenna insulators are covered with salt, dirt or water.
Therefore, the following is recommended:
• All main tackles, pillars and equipment should be grounded. The electrically conductive
bearings of booms must be lubricated with grease (such as graphite grease) or the placed
appropriate electricity equalization tapes should be well protected for the protection of electrical
continuity.
• In the area of the transmitter antenna in the periods where there is flammable gases or they
enter into antenna shore hazardous zone, the emissions should not be allowed.
• The main transmitter antenna should be grounded or while the ship is moored at the jetty it
must be isolated. If it is necessary to operate the ship's radio for maintenance purposes, an
agreement between the tanker and terminal must be provided about the necessary procedures
to ensure safety. Among the measures, are operating at low power or there should be a
reconciliation regarding the use of temporary antenna.that will elevate all the radio broadcasts
up to the atmosphere. In any case, Before energizing such an equipment there should be a
reconciliation regarding the safe working system
VHF/UHF Equipment: The use of fixed and properly equipped VHF and UHF devices deemed
to be safe during processing operations of cargo and ballast (According to the SOLAS
convention). They should be set to a low transmission power (1 watt or less). Use of mobile
VHF / UHF devices in the terminal, is certified according to the real safety standards there
would be no danger as long as it continues. VHF / UHF radio equipment should be used
between ship and shore staff as a means of communication
Satellite Communications Device: This device is typically operates at 1, 6 GHz and its power
levels are less powerful to enough to offer an ignitable hazard.
Mobile Phones: It is not the fact that most mobile phones are not safe and their use deemed
safe for only non-hazardous areas The output power levels of mobile phones that are
intrinsically not safe are inadequate to create problems with the emergence of sparks due to
the induction voltages. If cell phone batteries are damaged or shorted, it may contain sufficient
strength to create a spark. Equipment such as cell phones and pagers, if turned on, can be
remotely activated and by warning or call mechanism and for a phone a hazardous situation
can occur by giving a natural response to answer the call. When got in or out from the terminal
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or a ship the device must be turned off; once got into a non-dangerous zone such as the living
quarters of the ship, it may only be switched on again. Other visitors to the ship or to the
terminal should not use their cell phones unless permission is attained previously from the ship
or terminal as appropriate.
Spontaneous Combustion: Some materials, when they absorb moisture or oil particularly
oils of vegetable origin are likely to burn as a result of the heat generated without an externally
applied agent such as the heat gradually formed in the rusting materials. The probability of
spontaneous combustion with petroleum based oils are smaller than that of vegetable oils, but
particularly, if materials stay warm, It may occur, for example, in the vicinity of a hot pipe.
Therefore, cotton scraps, rags, canvas, bed linen, hemp burlap or similar oil-absorbing
materials should not be placed next to the oil and paint, etc. decks, harbors, top of the
equipment or in the vicinity of pipelines etc should not be left or be disposed of to floors. If
these materials are important, they must be dried before being put into place to be stored. If
there are ones that oil soaked, they must be cleaned or destroyed. Some chemicals used in
the boiler treatment even have corrosive effects and although they are transported as in diluted
forms, if they are allowed to evaporate, they are capable of causing spontaneous combustion
inside.
Self Ignition: Petroleum liquids will ignite when heated sufficiently without naked flames. For
spontaneous ignition phenomenon, the simplest example for spontaneous ignition is spraying
fuel and lubricating oils under pressure, onto a hot surface If oil is poured into the flame
explosions, evaporations and even flame propagation would occurs. Both examples are
examples of serious fires in the engine room. In order to prevent splash of oil through the holes
special attention and care should be given to oil-supply circuits. Pipe circuit insulation should
be removed and in the process, staff must be protected against any combustion or the
combustion of oil vapors.
6. 4 Procedures For Fumigation, Gas Metering and Degassing Work and Operations
Within the facility there are no hazardous materials handled covering the fumigation. The
storage of oil and oil derivatives are made. Works are performed within the scope of job
permissions procedure for gas metering and gas-freeing processes.
Safe Entry Permit: Closed vessels, tanks, drums, culverts and other places in terms of both
human health and both safety of plant should be entered in upon receiving necessarily required
permits by the authorities and taking preventive measures where there are choking, poisoning,
flammable and explosive substances; the possibility oxygen being less than 16% or presence
of high heat that can be hazardous to human health.
7. DOCUMENTATION, CONTROL REGISTER
7. 1 Procedures Related with Supply and Control of those by the responsible persons
about what all the mandatory Documents, Information, and documentations are
Concerning the Hazardous Substances.
Product shipments via sea way has been explained in the PR-CEY-ISL 001 No. Operations
procedure at the Global Terminal Services-GTS Ceyhan Terminal. Product shipment,
according to this procedure, takes place in the control of the Directorate of Central Operations.
The approved ship as taking the terminal stock levels into account, the type of product that it
brought leaving the loading port, amount and time of arrival (ETA) is notified to the Central
Operations Directorate of the Terminal by agency, or company that it is bound to Central
Operations Department sends this information to the terminal by fax or e-mail. Terminal Facility
Manager or Ship Operations Manager makes the distribution of information about the ship.
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The changes occurring on the ETA of the Ship again shall be notified to those concerned by
Terminal Facility Manager or by Ship Operations Manager.
(PR-ORT-OPR-001- Storage Group Operations Procedure) According to the loading or
discharge operation plan by the Client company Q88 and product name/quantity, belonging to
the ship in question demurrage price and estimated time of arrival of the ship is reported to
operations department. Product quality, specification, quantity is controlled by the operations
department.
7. 2 Procedures for Regular and Complete Keeping up All Up To Date List Of Hazardous
Substances and other related information at the Site of Harbor Facility
Detailed information is monitored with regard to the quality and quantity of dangerous
goods currently stored in the terminal by means of the daily inventory tracking reports and
instant reports received from the radar system. (TB-MER-OPR-001 Operation Report)

7.3 Procedures for the hazardous substances that arrive in the facility are defined in an
appropriate Way, that Proper Shipping Name(s) are used for hazardous Cargo that they
are certified,Packaged/Packed, Labeled and Proper Packaged according to the
declaration, that it is controlled that it is loaded to container or load-carrying unit and
transported in a safe manner and Reporting of the control results
Prepared and/or controlled documents during loading and unloading operations are as
follows.
Bill of Lading / Konişmento
Cargo Manifest / Yük Manifestosu
Certificate of Quantity / Miktar Sertifikası
Certificate of Quality / Kalite Sertifikası
Certificate of Origin / Menşei Şahadetnamesi
Shore Tank Measurement Report / Sahil Tankı Ölçüm Raporu
Ship Ullage Report / Gemi Ölçü Raporu
Time Sheet ( Statement of Fact )/ Zaman Çizelgesi
Cleanliness Certificate / Tank Temiz Raporu
Remain On Board - ROB / Kalan Mal Miktarı
On Board Quantity – OBQ / Mevcut Mal Miktarı
Sample Receipt / Numune Zaptı
Master Receipt for Documents / Kaptan Evrak Alındısı
Loading and unloading operations are safely performed by controlling and monitoring of these
papers .
7. 4 Procedures for procuring Safety Data Sheets(SDS) of Hazardous materials and
keeping at hand.
Procedures for Provision and Keeping of Hazardous Material Safety Data Sheets
(SDS) and Procedures for Maintaining Records and Statistics of Hazardous Cargos
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The following processes (TL-CEY-OPR-003)with regard to hazardous substances loaded or
unloaded at the terminal are described in the Black White Products Ship Loading
Instruction.
For cargo to be loaded aboard, shore tanks are measured by inspector and the Op.
Operator
When the berthing of the ship is complete and when check the List, protocol etc.
documents are completed the terminal personnel incumbent on board realizes
connection of the Loading Arms to the ship's manifold according to the loading arm
usage instructions.
MSDS of the product to be loaded is given to the ship's captain prior to loading to the
ship.
Ship's staff and inspector taking the measure of the ship's tanks, and making controls
raise the ship measure report (ullage report).
Venting doors of the shore cargo tank are opened against vacuum, after then, suction
valve of the tank to be loaded are opened under the supervision of a customs officer.
With the loading arm when manifold is flush with the ship loading is finished.
The ship manifold is closed.
Inspector and the Opr. Operators measure the shore tanks, loaded amount from shore
to ship is calculated
At the same time, Inspector that resides in the ship measure the ship tanks, calculates
the amount in the ship tanks.
Mutual Agreement is ensured.
7. 5 Procedures for Keeping the records and Statistics of the hazardous Cargoes
Jetty Ships Report coded with the TB-MER-OPR-007 is the document in which records
and statistics of dangerous cargoes that get in and out of the Terminal are kept that is prepared
and followed up by the Department of Operations.
8. EMERGENCY SITUATIONS, PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE FOR EMERGENCY
SITUATIONS
8. Procedures for hazardous materials that may cause /will cause a risk to life, property
and/or environment and intervening hazardous situations that entail with hazardous
substances
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Fire or explosion in a Jetty: Action by Ships: When a fire or explosion occurs in jety , the
ship or ships at the jetty must report the event immediately to the terminal control room with
the quickest possible means (VHF/UHF, phone contact, the ship's whistle, etc.). Operations of
all cargo, refueling, ballast discharge and cleaning must be stopped and all cargo arms or
hoses should be drained and it should be ready to separate. The main fire circuits of the ship
should be pressurized and water mist should be implemented at strategic places. The ship's
engines, rudder equipment and equipment used to unberth from the jetty, should be
immediately brought to the ready state Action by the Other Ships At the Jetty: When the
terminal alarm is heard or when a notice is given otherwise that there is a fire in terminal, a
ship at the jetty which has no direct contact with the fire must stop its All operations of cargo
fuel intake and ballast intake. fire-fighting systems must be set ready and machinery, steering
gear The equipment used in separation and frames, should be immediately brought to the
ready state
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Fire In a Tanker at the Terminal:
Action by the crew of the Ship: If a fire breraks out when a tanker is at a terminal,unless
terminal notifies an alarm signal to ship which is known locally by some or other, tanker should
activate the alarm consisting of a number of long blows; with the ship's whistle, the sound of a
whistle each of which are not less than 10 seconds, by playing the known alarm signal. All
cargo, refueling or ballast operations must be stopped and the main machinery and steering
equipment should be set to the ready state.. To Do List In Case Of Fire on the Own Vessel
• Give the Alarm.
• Fight with the fire for not to spread
• Inform Terminal.
• Stop all cargo/ballast operations and close all valves.
• Be prepared to separate the hoses and arms.
• Set engines to ready state.
Fire on the Other Ship or Shore:
• Give the Alarm.

Be prepared and when instructions are given :
• Stop all cargo/ballast operations and close all valves.
• Detach hoses or arms.
• Set engines and personnel to ready state be ready to unberth off the Jetty.
To Do List In Case Of Fire - -in case of fire on Shore on a Ship
• Give the Alarm.
• Contact with the ship.
• Stop all cargo/ballast operations and close all valves.
• Be prepared to separate the hoses or arms.
• Be ready to help fight with the fire.
• Inform all ships.
• Act according to the terminal emergency plan

Fire On The Shore:
• Give the Alarm.
• Stop all cargo/ballast operations and close all valves.
• Fight with the fire for not to spread
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• If necessary, be prepared to detach the hoses and arms.
• Inform all ships.
• Carry out the terminal emergency plan
In case of fire, personnel will divert the vehicle traffic to land. Once the alarm is given,
responsibility for fire fighting onboard will be on the assisted Captain or other Officer in Charge
together with the ship personnel. The same organization should be used as when the ship is
at the sea, under the command of an officer making preparations with an additional group,
when it is possible to separate the metal rods or tubes from the manifold Terminal mobilization
and when applicable civilian fire fighting forces and equipment, Captain or other Officer in
Charge should also demonstrate a joint effort.in order to control the fire with professional fire
extinguishers.
Action by the staff of the Terminal: When the sound of a tanker fire alarm is heard,
authorized person on jetty informs the control room immediately. Terminal control room staff
blows the terminal fire alarm,and starts to stop operations of.any loading, discharge, discharge
of ballast or refueling that may be evident notifies the port authority. The terminal's fire
emergency plans should be activated and it may entail the suspension of ballast handling
operations, cargo loading of refueling on ships in the adjacent or neighboring jetty. All other
vessels in the terminal should be informed about emergency and considering that it is
necessary to separate the metal arms or tubes preparations must be made and the machinery
and the steering gear should be set ready. When there are fire-fighting tugs, until a decision
is made with the authority who has the power of all controls terminal control room will call them
to help fight the fire with regard to whether tugs will be used or not to help unloading of
unaffected ships (See Chapter 20.5). Terminal control room; civilian fire team, rescue tools,
medical assistance and ambulance, police, port authority and pilot captains are responsible for
calling any outside help.
International Shore Fire Connection: International Shore Fire Connection provides a
standardized means between the two systems, when two systems have mismatched clutches
and couplings each of a different kind. Coastal Connection should be ready for use whenever
a ship is present in the port.
Emergency Release Procedures: Means should be provided which allows the ship to be
released quickly and safely in emergency. The method used for emergency release
operations, taking into account possible risks associated, must be consulted and must be
agreed upon.
Emergency Towing Ropes:
Equipment: excluding the terminals with no possibility of tugs, to be standard practice that
has fire lines or rather the emergency towlines must be provided by a tanker, so that in an
emergency tugs can tow ship away from the jetty.without any staff intervention. There are
various methods to equip emergency towline and regulations vary from port to port. Preferred
method; is that the end remaining inside the vessel is tied to the bollards with at least five round
turns and at taking the other end from within a ship's broadside hawse with a thin rope hanging
on the rails and that on the deck it is not void. At the outer end there should be a case which
is taken back to the deck tied with a thin rope. During loading and discharge, in order for the
case of emergency pull rope,to stay one or two meters above the water line, thin rope is
adjusted on a regular basis. Emergency towing ropes should not be fixed to a bollard team
with the Safe working load (SWL) that is more than than the Minimum shear load of the rope
(MBL) . (Note: for twin bollards, bollard stamped SWL, close to the bottom of bollard an eight-
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shaped round turns of a rope or when a wire rope is used there must be a maximum
permissible value. This will be half of the maximum allowable SVVL when a single case is
placed in the the bollard)Hazards associated with the ship's crew when handling heavy steel
cables hanging over the railing of the ship attention is drawn to the risk especially as injury.
Handling the tow ropes, as a cause of personal injury is especially mentioned as increased
complaints for back muscle and backbone. with the following considerations it is
recommended that the terminals reconsider the requirements for emergency towing ropes.
• Are these really necessary? What is the real danger in their use?
• If it is determined at the fire location, is the necessary emergency procedures for the
unberthing the ship off the jetty?
• Is it possible to release the ropes to allow the ship to leave the jetty?
• How much time is required for the activation of a Tug?
• Can opening the emergency towlines compromise the terminal security requirements?
in order to avoid unnecessary handling of thick steel cables on ships, just to equip
emergency towline of the ships to determine whether a usual requirement exists or not it must
be kept in mind to carry out a risk assessment for terminal.
8. 2 Information on harbor facilities with an opportunity capability and capacity to
intervene in emergency situations,
Terminal Emergency Plan: This emergency plan shows situations that may be dangerous
inside or outside the terminal and the sequence of actions to be taken in any of the dangerous
situation.
The plan contains the following sections:
•

Event research

•

Spillage

•

Fire

•

Fire Fighting Equipment

•

Fire Protection

•

Bomb Threat

•

Earthquake

•

Sabotage

•

Torrent and Flood

•

Relations with Press Institutions in Case of Emergency

Each Section describes on measures in case of emergency in detail. Updating the plan and
keeping the records will be monitored by the Health and Safety and environmental officer
of.terminal. (for example, telephone contacts, emergency contractors, personal telephone
numbers).
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8. 3 Regulations for the first intervention Against accidents involving hazardous
substances
Event research & investigations: In emergence of events such as either environmental
fuel spills, or accidents that may happen it is mandatory to record the time and the exact order
of events. Therefore in order to determine the real time there must be an event investigation
form in the scene and terminal. It is useful immediately to record an information around a
specific event where possible. This way the witnesses that have followed the incidents will not
forget any vital information or no way is given to the distortion of initial impression by talking
with people unrelated to the incident. If possible to have the testimonies of firefighters and
police members who have watched the incident, will bring great benefits. For this job Incident
Investigation form No: RP-CEYDA-HSE-001 is used.
Spillage: In the case of fuel spillage in the following regions operations to do be done are listed
in the contingency plan.
•

The location of the tanks

•

Filling Islands

•

Sea

If the spilled amount is large enough to require the intervention of an expert contractor,
Terminal management is responsible for coordinating this work.

Spillage on Land and Leakages(Overflow of Fuel Oil Products, Leakage or Spillage)
If product overflow or spillage is detected at the filling or discharging islands product
transfer will be stopped. Source of flow and product type should be identified. At the filling
places passage and operation of no motor vehicle, will be allowed all of the hot works are
stopped in the close vicinity.
Against the risk of fire by informing the gate security by radio and/or phone necessary
measures are made to be taken. A gate security staff stops the vehicles that came for fill up.
Filling staff, without losing time informing the status to his supervisor reports on
necessary information (the type of spilled product, quantity, spilled place).
For maximum safety, unrelated other people in the region will be deported from the
field, and they are taken to a safe area at a distance where the spillage vapor will not affect
them and to a degree to not to remain within the domain of vapor due to wind effect.
If the spillage is small it is suitably treated by directing to the spillage to the channels if
there is a massive spill and if the spillage intervention methods are not known, in order to
intervene terminal spillage response team that has received training in this regard will be
expected to arrive. A major leak, overflow or spillage will not be intervened alone.
It is tried to interve to the spillage down-wind as far as possible. While working product
contact with eye and skin and inhalation of the vapor are avoided.
While intervening with spillage, leakage or overflow, protective equipment and
materials, gloves and work clothes resistant to fuel or chemicals (overalls must be used if
necessary) helmets, safety goggles and work boots are worn. If there is a possibility to be
exposed to the the product vapor while collecting the spillage a half face mask (combination
filter) is worn.. And oxygen in the enclosed spaces where there is less oxygen oxygen cylinder
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are fitted with the mask. H2S procedure No PR-CEY-MAN-003 should also be applicable with
this procedure.
To stop the leakage from the source of the spillage, valves, pumps are turned off or
flow, leakage source is cut off by closing with materials such as stoppers, wooden wedges etc.
After then if the tank causing the spillage is a moveable equipment like a land tanker it is pulled
over beside separators without running the engine.
If it is possible to direct spillage to the channel, by redirecting spillage with the water to
the oily water drains it is provided that they reach to the separators. The accumulated fuel in
the separators is pumped to slop tank (30 m³ for white products,1000 m³ for black products)
by means of existing pumps
If it is not possible to direct the spillage to channels and If the spillage is spreading and
flowing in an inclined area, in front of it an absorbing barrier is built that is made of materials
like sand, bentonite, lime, absorbent sausage, absorbent pad etc. This barricading should be
high and wide enough to surround the flow. The fuel that is possible to be drawn into the barrier
is taken to slop tank by repeating the procedures in the previous item. If drawing is not possible,
the accumulated product is collected with material such as absorbing pads etc. by wringing out
absorbing material it is transferred to the barrel. In case that the spillage is black product its
spread around is prevented by making the spillage absorbed by sawdust and absorbent pads.
Then contaminated sawdust is taken to the temporary waste site, having put into the clamped
containers and from there is sent to the final disposal facility in the licensed vehicles.
Having put in to the clamped containers, absorbing materials that can not be reused
such as sand, pads etc. are sent to a licensed disposal facility for final disposal by licensed
vehicles.
The outfit, gloves and boots of the staff intervened spillage are washed after operation
in a place whose discharge is connected to the separator and which has a ventilation
(preferably outdoors).
At the latest within 24 hours after the date of the event the acquired information about
the incident are filled into the "Incident Investigation Form" it is acted according to the Crisis
management procedure.
Product Leakage and Spillage Caused by the Tank Farm:
Source of flow and product type is identified. in the tank farm and surrounding area It may not
be allowed for any motor vehicle to pass through or to run its engine all of the hot works are
stopped in the close vicinity.
Against the risk of fire by informing the fire fighters and gate security by radio and/or phone
necessary measures are made to be taken.
The staff who saw the incident, informs the status to his/her supervisor without wasting time
(the type of spilled product, quantity, spilled place).
By informing employees of the contractor that are working in the tank farm their operations are
halted until further notice. For maximum safety, unrelated other people in the region will be
deported from the field, and they are taken to a safe area at a distance where the spillage
vapor will not affect them and to a degree to not to remain within the domain of vapor due to
wind effect.
If the spillage within the tank farm, dike walls and in a large very amount, for example,
bursting of a the tank, etc. Tank farm is closed off by the drainage channels and the product is
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kept in the dike. Safety measures are taken for a possible fire The product inside the dike is
drawn with safe methods. H2S procedure No PR-CEY-MAN-003 should also be applicable
with this procedure.
If the spillage within the tank farm, dike walls and in a small very amount, for example,
bursting of a the tank, etc. via the pipeline whose inclination is diverted to separator. product
is taken to seperator and from there, it is made to be collected in the slop tank.
If the leakage or fault is at the pipeline curcuits The spread of leakage is tried to be
taken under the control by putting cut barrel or pans underneath the place where the leakage
is identified Leakage is tried to be prevented also by attaching temporary clamps to leaky part
of the circuit or by putting a different leakage-prevention material. If products run through the
circuit the product migration is stopped by the supervisor or relevant personnel. All the
valves.connected to the circuit are immediately closed Circuit is filtered down to the entirely
cut barrel or pan. Absorbing material can also be used if necessary.
If Leak, drip or fault are on the flange first by placing cut barrel or pan beneath the
flange discharge many be collected rallies in a bowl. Operation is stopped, even all associated
valves are closed. In the meantime, Leakage is tried to be fixed by tightening bolts nuts of the
flange. If it is not fixed, flange probably needs to be openned since the gasket material fails to
function. Therefore, under the supervision of the relevant supervisor process begins for
discharging the circuit. Meanwhile the leakage preventive methods described in the previous
item should be carried out and the product leaks should be avoided whenever possible. After
the opening the flange, the circuit is filtered down and the problems are investigated and
resolved. Spillage is delivered to the separator via oily water channel and from there taken to
slop tanks.
If the leakage or fault is at the pump the detection and elimination of the problem is
provided.by collecting the leakage in the cut barrels and the draining, by fitering down, by
having the pump examined by the maintenance Department.
The outfit, gloves and boots of the staff intervened spillage after operation are washed
in a place whose discharge is connected to the separator and which has a ventilation
(preferably outdoors).
At the latest within 24 hours after the date of the event the acquired information about
the incident are filled into the "Incident Investigation Form" it is acted according to the Crisis
management procedure.
Emergency Plan Against the Drawbacks that Occur During Discharges and Loadings
Fire and fuel scatter collection equipment is kept ready to use at any moment during
the evacuation, and loading of ships both at the ship and the shore-side.
In case of emergency blowing the alarm and first responding to the incident is initiated
by the person closest to the incident and he notifies his supervisor immediately.
Operations of evacuation, installation, ship detection etc. will stop immediately, hoses
are detached, all ship and land-side valves are closed.
If spillage or small terminal and/or ship intervenes with their own facilities.. If a largescale dpillage "Joint Plan Against Fuel Spill" is applied.
The moored vessels should take their own measures, and should untie mooring and
lay off when necessary.
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In case of a board said a fire all the doors and tank covers are closed, air conditioning
system is stopped, fire fighting and tank cooling process starts after the safety of the personnel
is ensured.
If needed the facility is deenergized.
In order to fight with fire and fuel spill on the shore the necessary measures are taken,
apart from the related persoms no one is let to approach to the scene.
In necessary cases, sea and land fire brigades, police, gendarmerie, Port Authority and
medical care institutions.will be notified. In addition, the authorities in the Central Office are
informed of the incident.
If possible, remaining goos in the lines are taken to the appropriate tanks in the direction
of the Terminal Manager.
After resuming to normal status, Terminal Manager prepares a report summarizing the
incident with all the details to be given to the relevant units in the Head Office.
Joint Plan Against the Probability of a Fuel Spillage:
In case of a fuel spillage there is a plan available to be applied in conjunction with the
neighboring terminals (Petgaz, Milangaz, Aygaz, our gas, Akpet) about the work to be done.
Terminal Manager is responsible for revising the plan. If the spillage is a large-scale spillage
that is within the framework of the law numbered 5312 it is intervened with teams created by
the terminal staff under Port Authority by order of law such as local emergency teams,
emergency teams across the country that received the OPRC training coordinated with special
hardware and equipment and the team has done the drills of.the job.
Under Law, emergency response teams have been created within the facilities under
the Botas Port Directorate these teams have gradually taken OPRC1 and 2 training, it consists
of people who participated in the exercise prescribed by law. There is a CONTINGENCY PLAN
and equipment for all large spillages within the framework of the port authority.
FIRE:
General: in this section, equipment and methods for prevention control and extinguishing of
fire is described. The implementation of the "Fire Plan" described below should be reinforced
with periodic drills and training.
Definitions
Flaming Temperature: The temperature required for the start of the combustion event is
evaluated in three categories:
Flash Point.is the lowest sufficient temperature for emergence of steam that is ready to
flash out of a small flame in a moment when liquid mingles with the air.
Fire point is the lowest temperature by bringing about enough vapor that the heat given
out by the burning vapor provides the continuation of combustion,
Self-Ignition Temperature is the lowest temperature of a substance that is enough to
take up fire spontaneously.
Firefighting Principles: The three essential elements must come together to break out a fire
. These are listed as the fuel, oxygen, and the heat to initiate the fire..
These three main elements are called fire triangle.
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After the fire has started once it continues until the fuel or oxygen is depleted or until
fire is extinguished. Principle of fire-fighting measures is disabling one or more of the elements
and they can be classified as follows.
Revealing or restricting fuel. These processes are measures such as removing
flammable materials around the fire, closing valves or preventing fuel to feed the fire etc.
Choking or deoxygenation. If the oxygen content around the burning materials is
decreased sufficiently combustion is stopped. This can be made by various halogens such as
foam, dry powder, CO2 or using a fire blanket in small fires.
Limitation of cooling or temperature. In this process, it is realized by reducing the
temperature of the burning material again below the ignition temperature; it is usually carried
out with a fixed or portable water jet equipment.
Tank Fires: This type of fire is not often encountered. Especially these events are uncommon
in the tanks that haul black fuel or other fuels with the flashpoint above 22,8°C. If evident a
large amount of foam is required to be sprayed. preferably around the burning liquid since the
required amount of water pressure is much more than the terminal staff will provide the facilities
of the local fire department and their special materials will be needed to make use of.
Ground Level Fires: Ground level fires,with the response of the Terminal staff can be
extinguished especially at the beginning with fire-fighting equipment available. In this regard it
is useful to remember the following.
It is easier to apply prevention measures than putting out a fire.
When a fire breaks out act promptly and effectively to extinguish fire.
If fire is too large to put out with the help of first responding equipment try to isolate ie.
"imprison" it until help arrives.
The best method of "imprisoning" fire at the ground level is to cut the direction of flow with
sand, soil or similar material.
Classification of fires: Fires have 4 classes.
Class A - usually organic type from wood, paper, straw and similar materials. They are the best
way to put out these is to spray water.
Class B - Liquid or liquidizing solids. They consist of two groups:
i) miscible with water.
ii) immiscible with water plain hydrocarbons that we handle.
The extinguishing agents by group ii) and (ii) are water spray, foam, light water, evaporating
liquids (halogen combined liquids or media) CO2 and dry powder.
Class C - gases or liquefied gases such as LPG. Since nature of these products also
varies.The fire extinguishing process also is variable. Some suitable media and techniques
about to be applied should have examined separately.
Class D - Metals related fires, CO2 powder or sand is used, but special media are available to
be used as normal.
Electrical Fires:
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Since this type of fires that are caused by of electrical equipment are not included in
any class Things to be done here are normally cut off the flow and to extinguish burning
material in any suitable manner. if These processes certainly can not be realized special
extinguishing agent that is nonconducting and that will not damage the equipment are used.
Among these are evaporating liquids and CO2. Although the dry powder could also be used
damaging some sensitive equipment is in question. Because after the fire is extinguished It is
difficult to remove the sprayed powder from the equipment.
Fire Plan: Terminal fire fighting operations are in the responsibility of the Terminal Manager.
Fire-fighting plan has been prepared in this plan the following issues have been addressed,
the instructions are short and explicitly expressed and are posted on all of the bulletin boards.
Fire relay cards are distributed to all of the staff, Fire fighting team' chart are posted at task
places of each team.
General sequence of fire fighting;
(1) inform the relevant departments on the radio.
(2) by pressing the the nearest fire alarm button, A fire.call is made
(3) Call 150 on the telephone and report the fire alarm.
(4) Notice of the person who took the note will notify at the Terminal Manager.
(5) Terminal manager informs the places where he considered necessary (ambulance, fire,
port authority, district) to the communication responsible
(6) Communications manager notifies the necessary units.
(7) Crisis Management Group (KYG) will be notified in Large fires.
(8) Security personnel will report the number of existing staff and visitors to the authorities.
(9) Fire fighting team is provided to act according to tasks shown in the team chart.
(10) Persons who are not given a duty in scheme, are held in assembly point.
The terminal personnel, at least once a year, if Terminal Manager deemed necessary
more frequently, will make drills in order to practice for what they will be doing against the
possibility of a fire within the Fire Plan. Drills will be done including fuel spills and covering all
events and fire classes. In order for all of the staff to gain experience, the fire-extinguishers
whose date of expiry are near should be used during drills If possible, local firefighting team
should be encouraged to participate in the drills
It is of vital importance to keep hydrants in the Terminal ready for service. During the
routine experiments it should be noted that if foam spray jets are used, the required pressure
of 10,3 bars are not needed to be maintained on the water pipes but the spray nozzle itself.
Records of these exercises must be kept. The responsibility of keeping records
lays on the Termimal HSE and Environment Officer . If drills, instructions and trainings are
realized under the ISPS code, to keep and maintain records of these,lies under responsibilities
of the Terminal Port Facility Security.
Fire Training: In order for all staff receive regular training according to the working
environment, and to be able to recognize the fire equipment, an effective local fire training
should be organized by the Terminal Manager. Ppractical, training instructions should be given
to all staff with regard to extinguishing of the small fires with an extinguisher in an experiment
field
This tutorial instructions should include:
•

Operation of all types of fire extinguishers.
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•
•
•
•
•

The definition of Fire extinguishing substance.
Special techniques to get the best result.
About what type of fire(s) the equipment will be used.
Code of fire extinguishing substance.
MSDS information of substances thhta cause a fire.

Practical tests should follow the Technical and theoretical training
Extinguishing Substances: Fire extinguishing property of Water originates from its ability to
lower the temperature of the burning material by absorbing heat from the fire. In order for this
absorption capacity to be realized completely,water should evaporate as it isolates the oxygen
in the air around the flame it should asphyxiate the fire. Therefore, if the water is used by
sprinkling water (as polarized), it yields better results than applied with water jets.

Water is suitable for usage in the following types of fire:
a) Solid materials (wood, paper, etc.).
b) When sprayed as mist, creats a protective curtain between the fire and fire fighting
personnel. In this case, fire-fighting personnel can approach the fire more for operations
such as closing valves, and saving lives.
c) cooling the facilities and equipment close to the fire (eg Tanks).

Water should not be used in the following situations:
a) in the power tools since there is the electrical shock hazard,
b) Since it is ineffective and has fire spreading hazard with volatile substances such as
gasoline. Since there is a possibility of overflow by boiling water should not be used for firefighting in tanks. It should be used for cooling purposes with appropriate equipment
Foam: Foam that is formed by mergering of little bubbles has lower specific weight than water
and by spreading on the top of the burning liquid creates a continuous surface that asphyxiates
the fire. In addition, It absorbs some heat lowering the surface temperature.
Water spraying can be done In order to approach to the center of fire. When water sprinkled
on the foam its activity is reduced and in this case it would be ineffective to extinguish the
easily glowing petroleum products. The effect of the foam is reduced at low ambient
temperatures.
The foam used for extinguishing petroleum fires, is rendered ineffective in normal applications
against water-miscible alcohol and some petrochemicals. Although stabilized foams are used
for this purpose, since they cause corrosion It is difficult to keep them. Standard protein-based
foam may be used to put off the fuel, but it is needed to spend three times compared to the
amount normally used in foam applications. Foam should not contact with electrical
appliances.

Mechanical Foam Types:
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Standard Protein based foams: This kind of foam, has been the only substance that is used
for years.in the foam-generating equipment Despite it has been made available in some
terminals also it has recently been replaced with fluorine protein added foams.
Flüorine Protein Based Foams: In spite of the fact that these are more expensive, they
are much more effective in hydrocarbons fires than standard protein-based foams as of
volume.
Fluorine Chemical Foam or A. F. F. F. : (aqueous film-forming foam)It is a synthetic foam
having the property of quick extinguishing and secreting fluorine surface material it is used in
the "spill kill" unit. It is sold by the producer under the trade names.of "Light Water" and
Fluorofilm "
High-Expansion Foam: Normally not used. Foam and foam generating equipment is
used according to instructions provided by a senior fire fighting officer under his control..
Carbon Dioxide: Carbon dioxide is a very effective fire extinguisher when used in places that
it does not easily disperse by separating the oxygen in the air as it asphyxiates the fire. Its
effect is limited at outdoors. CO2 is used in indoor areas where the other extinguishers cannot
get into. Since CO2 does not cause damage to the delicate machines and tools and it is not
conductive it is used in electrical equipment and peripherals in a safe manner.
Things to Consider:
a) Since CO2 replaces oxygen, It may cause suffocation due to shortage of air. No one
should enter to places where CO2 fire extinguishers are used until it is verified that enough
oxygen exists
b) Due to the possibility to create static electricity, liquid CO2 should not be used to bring the
combustible atmosphere to "Relative" (inert) state. Due to the fact that dry chemicals preserved
in the warehouse or filled into the fire extinguishers would clog the the extinguisher when wet
these need to be kept dry.
Evaporating Fluids: Evaporating fluids can be used effectively in all fire classes that we may
come accross. Carbon tetrachloride and methyl bromide should not be used since some of
their evaporating liquids are toxic. Bromokloridfluormetan (BCF) Usually used in the
prrocesses is less toxic and it gives out a sharp, harsh odor. They do not have a cooling effect
like dry chemicals as well. When the fire is quickly and throughly extinguished it never gives
out with abrasive and corrosion constructor storages on these sensitive devices, Since
research shows that CFCS (chlorofluorocarbons) and bromo chlorofluorocarbon halons greatly
contribute to the growth of the ozone hole, an act has been launched to ban using these
substances. Researches on alternative substances that will replace these have been
considered by the companies that produce fire extinguishers.
In the meantime, the distribution policy of these substances are as follows:
1. All experiments has been halted against the spread of gas.from B. C. F. or Halon systems.
2. Except for the inside of the transport vehicles B. C. F. extinguishers should not be placed
anywhere
Sand: Sand as a "Fire-smothering" agent is used for small fires only on the surface of solids.
However, sand serves a useful function in the constructing an obstacle in order to the to
prevent the dispersion of liquid.
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Fire Fighting Equipment: It is the duty of the Terminal Manager to provide that every person
working in the terminal understand and comply the fire fighting regulation.
Causes Of Ignition: Fire, naked light source, stoves, radiators, electric torches or any
equipment that might cause an ignition may not be brought into the area that has the petroleum
products storage license unless authorized by the Company.
Work Permits: Each employee or contractor working within the terminal must have a valid
work permit. (Global Terminal Services-GTS Dörtyol Terminal HSE conditions)
Smoking: Cigarette, pipe Smoking etc. are forbidden except in special authorized places.
Matches and Lighters: It is forbidden to carry matches and lighters without the permission of
the terminal management. All personnel and visitors must leave these equipment at the gate
or should keep these store in the designated cabinets.
Automobiles, Motorcycles, etc. : All kinds of automobiles, motorcycles and other vehicles
are parked in the dedicated reserved areas only with the permission of the terminal managers.
Employees are not allowed to approach their private vehicles to close to the filling islands or
to the areas where petrol vapor can be found
First Aid Fire Fighting: All fire extinguishers and other equipment will be kept in first class
working order and will be refilled again immediately after it has been used. None of the
materials can not be taken out of the points assigned to themselves other than routine
experiments. Including those on the vehicles, all fire extinguishers should be serially numbered
and records of all inspection, test and re-filling processes should be kept. Typically, fire
extinguishers are hanged at an altitude not to exceed one meter from the ground.
So as to stand out the background of the places where the fire extinguishers are, will be painted
to yellow preferably or a warning sign will be placed.
Responsibilities of Employees: In the event of breaking out of a fire the role of employees
is either to use the supplied equipment or to fulfill his own function that has been given to him
in detail in the Terminal Fire Plan. All employees should know the locations of first responding
fire-fighting equipments, and should be conscious to use them in the most effective way. All
staff are responsible for carrying to the duties assigned to them in the fire relay cards. As soon
as the staff with no given task hears the alarm he/she will come to the assembly point and will
act in accordance with the instructions of the 1st Senior Chief for fire.
Fire Alarms: Audible fire alarms are available in all of the terminals. If the alarm runs on
electricity, it should be tested at least once a week. Other alarms are checked for a period
determined by the terminal management.(For Dörtyol terminal, friday, 12:00h) Before testing
the alarm for the first time notification must be made to the surrounding organizations and fire
department and in case that an alteration is underway it should be notified so as to update. In
the event of a fire, alarm should be blown immediately. Whenever an alarm is given, the fire
department must be informed. After are firefighters have arrived, they take over the authority
of the firefighting work.
Local Fire Service: Telephone numbers of fire, ambulance and police stations and convenient
dialing code must be indicated somewhere so as to stand out that is visible to all staff. The
correct address of the Terminal must be specified by the agreement with Fire Department
Address must clearly explained to the fire-officer picked up the phone at number 110. A plan
should be given to local fire brigades showing locations of terminal firefighting equipment,
water lines and outlet valves . Visits should be encouraged in order for the firefighting
personnel to recognize the Terminal and these visits should be made at regular intervals.
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Marking of Exits: Fire exits on each side of the terminal must be clearly marked and materials
that will hinder the exit should not be kept there. In the terminal there are 4 emergency exit
gates.
Fire Protection types and amounts of fire protection equipment of each terminal are
determined in consultation with the authorities from local fire departments and the authorities
that furnished the license.
Water: Necessary water for cooling and fire-fighting is supplied from wells. There is a water
tank of 1000 cubic meters whose full level is attained by automatic systems.
Fire Pumps: There are minimum of 2 pcs. of fixed fire pumps in the terminal. One of them is
backup and one is the constantly running pump. In our terminals there are 8 pcs. of the fire
pumps 2 pcs. of which are Jockeys One of them are 650 m3/hr. capacity diesel pumps.
Keeping these equipment fully operational is of vital importance. These should be subjected
to routine inspection in the terminal fire drills and trial runs must be undertaken. Every Friday
all fire pumps are tested in the terminal. Regular maintenance of fire pumps is undertaken,
within the framework of the annual maintenance plan of the maintenance department and
these maintenance and break downs are recorded.
The Main Water System Ring: The main water system ring surrounding the location of tanks
starts from the pump station and encompasses the complete Terminal. in the same way the
foam system ring starts from the terminal fire pump building and circulates all around the
terminal.
Water Outlet Valves:
Planned maintenance works of the existing water outlet valves in the system are monitored by
the relevant departments and they are kept in an operable state. All troubleshooting and
maintenance are recorded.
Fire Hoses: Fire hoses inside the cabinets are well protected they should be replaced with
new ones when they get older. Their last situation should be opened and checked during drills.
Mechanical Foam Making Equipment: Mechanical foam is obtained by aerating the foam
compound. Pressure applied during water spraying creates a high quality and complete foam
overlay or blanket. The resulting foam is resistant, adhesive and heat resistant..
Foam Making Balls: There are two types of portable foam or water ball materials:
"Jet Master" ball, "Slim Jet" ball, "Jet Master":
Usage of Foam Equipment and Cleaning: All parts of the foam producing equipment should
be washed thoroughly with fresh water after use. In cold weather water should be warmed. If
not thoroughly cleaned after use, after diluting foam compound with water it still prevents
equipment from to work properly by generating a hard mud.
Storage of Foam Composite : If not contaminated with other products and rust and If
coagulation is not allowed foam compound can be stored indefinitely. Its storage entails with
some problems. The most important of these is the decay the packaging in which it is located.
The most important of these, is the oxidation caused by the air trapped inside of the packaging.
In order to prevent this the container holding the foam should be COMPLETELY FILLED to
render tight by filling up to to the level of the upper edge.
The Continuation of Foam Supply: During all of the fire fighting activities making foam source
to be available sufficient enough for a period of at least 30 minutes is of vital importance. Foam
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is normally kept in 25 liter drums but large foam generators and vehicles that carryu bulk
materials are necessary in terminals where several small generators exist. Protection
procedures for packages are given below.
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

All packages should be kept in an enclosed field away from the dangerous areas.
Warehouse used must be protected against the possibility of freezing and should be
kept away from the constant hot areas like steam boiler room In order to prevent direct
contact of packaging with the floor pallets, slats or shelfs should be used.
The place of Foam warehouse should be known by all employees and it should be
written as "FOAM WAREHOUSE" in capitals on the door.
Warehouse where foam compound is kept must be in a place that is easily accessible
and there should be no pieces left in front of its door to hinder entry and exit!
Packaging in which the foam compound is put should be checked frequently against
oxidation and packing suffered oxidation must be replaced.
In terms of difficulty of use storing of the compound in barrels is usually not
recommended.
When transferring into the new packaging, a funnel should be used. Funnel tip must
be long enough to reach the base of the new packaging. This prevents unnecessary
foaming.
In our terminal, foams are preserved in 2 pieces of foam tank at the fire foam station,
in 1000-litre plastic containers behind the Fire pump Department , in 25 litre plastic
canisters at the fire pump Department and in 1000 litre two moving fire foam vehicles.

Fire warning system: In the Terminal, all transformers, generator rooms, administrative
buildings, and similar indoor areas are furnished with smoke detector system. whenever this
system detects smoke it warns the authorities by blowing the alarm.
Bomb Threats: Each bomb call will be intervened assumed that it is absolutely correct .
Against bomb threats every month, it is followed up whether a bomb threat is made in that
month in the "the bomb calls protocol" and it is signed by the section directors and filed If the
report is received by the telephone; "Bomb Warning Form" is issued. The incoming report is
conveyed to the related departments by answering the questions on the form. In an
emergency, the routing of press, the public, employees and customers to intelligently is one
of the main conditions. A very complicated situation may arise in a serious emergency situation
All kinds of rumors and exaggerated statements may be encountered. Use of wrong methods
in an emergency can damage both the company and employees; it also can cause extra
financial damage. The subject of Bomb threats and calls Within the scope of ISPs code are
elaborated in the terminal port facility security plan, and training, exercises and bomb search
and rescue topics are described in this plan. Port facility security plan is confidential in
accordance with the laws and regulations. It is only allowed to be access by the mandated
authorities.
Earthquake: By controlling the fuel tank, valve room, pumping, header, filling units, heat
center, warehouse and buildings is checked whether there is no leaking, flowing fuel oil,
additives etc., (if the earthquake occurred in business hours by the Terminal Manager, Facility
Manager, and by the relevant unit managers assigned by themselves. If it happened at night
by terminal personnel and by the Shift supervisor). According to the result of these controls the
risks such as damage, fire, etc. are detected.
If there is a hazard of product spillage, casulty, fire or fire depending on spillage These are
intervened within the scope of contingency plans as described earlier.
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Main switches and valves are turned off considering that there may be leakages of gas,
electric, etc.
If there are casualties the first intervention to the casualties is done by the First Aid team.
Radio and phone lines are not kept busy unnecessarily.
All the guests and the non incumbent personnel gather in the assembly point of the terminal.
Everyone gets prepared taking into account that the new earthquake waves can come.
Sabotage: Terminal sabotage protection plan is available in the framework of the Port Facility
Security Plan. This plan has been made within the provincial gendarme regiment commander
and it has been approved. Sabotage protection plan is only open to the use of confidential and
authorized personnel.
Torrent and flood: By identifying which part of the terminal was water submerged the
corresponding fields. are deenergized.
According to the severity of the torrent or flood if it is suspected that there may be
materials such as goods, pipes etc. that can be dragged in the water submerged regions,
proceed carefully. Since the available channels are also under the water, proceed with extreme
caution at locations where it is known that there was a channel previously
According to the severity of the Torrent or flood as breaks can be evidenrt in pipelines,
bearings, protected underground power lines in these areas, fire, spillage, leakage risks are
also taken into account.
If there are any casualty first aid is given to them by the responder paramedics at the
selected the most appropriate field.

DEALING WITH PRESS & MEDIA INSTITUTIONS IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY:
Under no circumstances reporters, photographers, television or radio teams are not let
get in inside the terminal. These people are told that the Terminal is a "potentially Dangerous
Area" and it is told that they cannot get in, in accordance with the company policy.
Press, naturally can make interviews outside the boundaries of our property. As we
have no power to stop it, trying to stop these even are unfavorable. But company staff is
recommended, especially not to make any comment without having been permitted in
advance.
Serious and major accidents should be reported to the Executive Board as soon as
possible.
No interviews are held with the press, and no responsibility is assumed.
According to the crisis management procedures; the authorization to talk to the press
is solely given to the General Manager and the Legal Department
The Ship Emergency Unberthing Procedure: THE PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW FOR A
SHIP IN GLOBAL TERMINAL SERVICES GTS PORT THAT HAS TO UNBERTH IN AN
EMERGENCY FOR ANY REASON IS AS FOLLOWS.
1-AFTER BERTHING TO THE PORT FIRST OF ALL, IT WILL BE AGREED UPON THE
SAFETY CHECK LIST AND A RADIO CHANNEL WILL BE DETERMINED FOR THE
OPERATION. (Terminal VHF channel 9)
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2 EMERGENCY STOP AND SIGNS TO BE DETERMINED WITH THE GLOBAL TERMINAL
SERVICES GTS AND IT WILL THE AGREED UPON.
3- DURING THE PORT OPERATIONS THE MAIN MACHINE WILL ALWAYS BE AT THE
STAND BY STATUS.
4-IF CARGO OPERATION IS STARTED AT THE PORT FIRST OF ALL, AS AGREED UPON
OPERATION WILL BE URGENTLY HALTED AND HOSE WILL BE DİSMANTLED AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE
5-ROPES WILL BE CASTED OFF AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, MANEUVERING PRIORITY
WILL BE OBTAINED BY SOUND AND LIGHT ALARMS AND FROM WHEREABOUT
IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION A SEPARATION MANEUVER WILL ALSO BE HELD
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
WHİLE TO BERTH TO GTS CBM BELOW MENTIONED EMERGENCY LEAVING
PROCEDURE WILL FOLLOW;
1- AFTER THE BERTHING, FIRST OF ALL SAFETY CHECK LIST SAHLL BE AGREED &
SIGNED AND A RADIO CHANNEL DEFINED BY THE SIDE. (TERMİNAL VHF CHANNEL 9)
2-THE EMERGENCY STOPAGE AND SIGNALS SAHLL BE AGREED.
3-THE MAIN ENGINE WILL BE IN STAND-BY POSITION WHILE THE BERTING PERIOD.
4-AFTER STARTING THE CARGO OPERATION AT THE FACILITY AND IN CASE OF ANY
EMERGENCY SITUATION, THE CARGO OPERATION WILL BE STOP AS AGREED AND
THE CARGO HOSE / HOSES DISCONNECT IMMEDIATLY.
5- THE MOORING WILL BE TAKE – OFF AND TAKE THE PRIORITY MANEUVER WITH
LIGHT AND VOICE ALARM AND LEAVE FROM THE FACILITY THROUGH TO OPPOSITE
SIDE.
CRISIS MANAGEMENT GROUP (K.Y.G.): it is the council created by authorities that will
provide the necessary intervention and coordination in order to get over from all events that
may bring the facility to a standstill with the least damage where human life is in danger, all
major accidents that cause significant damages or with contaminations that might have
potentially negative effects on the group image.
Although incidents that occur within
working hours and/or outside working hours are made up by the same constant members
council members have been identified.(Chapter 5.1.2). Whereas the coordinating authority of
the council is the KYG chairman it will be acted in coordination with the Department Managers
who havw been mostly affected from the incident.
CRISIS MANAGEMENT CENTER (K. Y. M. ): it is the meeting and working place of the KYG
whose address is identified, known and easily accessible at any time that has the necessary
communication devices and safety conditions In the events that happened during working
hours is the head-office, in other cases it is the Ceyhan terminal.
Application, all the staff working at these facilities.is responsible for applying this
procedure. All administrative staff in GTS must be knowledgeable about how to act in crisis.
Terminal Manager, in Ceyhan Terminal and Operations Manager in the Head Office is
responsible for making the initial notification.in the events such as all types of accident,
damage, fire, earthquake, explosion, etc. that may occur In the GTS facilities.
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Initial notification to the CEO and/or CFO is made via phone by Terminal Manager or
Operations Manager. He/She is responsible for making a written declaration to KYG at the
latest within 1 hour without losing time; via e-mail with regard to the events happened or
already happening that contain the following specifications; information about place, time,
event, causes, final status and possible effects by writing briefly.
Within the next process the accident report must be prepared in detail. The person
appointed by the chairman of KYG who is incumbent for reports is responsible for preparing
the accident report. The prepared accident report is sent if the incident is lived in the Head
Quarter by the Operations Manager, if it is lived in the terminal by Terminal Manager to all the
members of KYG by e-mail.
All kinds of technical measures are taken consentaneously, in accordance with the
information and approval of the Technical Group. However in top emergencies to take the
initial temporary measures in 24 hours lies at the discretion of the Terminal Manager.
CRISIS MANAGEMENT GROUP
Name
CEO

Assist.
management
of crisis

CFO

Crisis
management
members

Management
of crisis

Dörtyol Deputy
terminal manager

Phone Number Phone Numner
(work)
(home)

Mobile
number

Şemsi ATAGAN 0 212 403 51 11 0 212 287 63 58 0537 855 44 35
Tarkan
HAKGÜDER

0 212 403 51 14 0216 668 07 80

0533 634 9439

Erkin ÖZÇELİK 0 326 734 16 20 0533 739 14 92

0533 739 14 92

Commercial Manager

Ersoy
HURMUZLU

0 212 403 51 15 0533 491 75 26

0533 491 75 26

Information
Technologies Manager

Cem
YURDAKUL

0 212 403 51 50 0533 483 93 99

0533 483 93 99

Corporate Affairs and
Business Development Ümit YILDIRIM 0 212 403 51 14 0533 0300991
Manager

0533 0300991

8. 4 Within facility-wide and out-of-facility-wide-notifications that must be realized in
case of emergency

FIRE
FIRE HOTLINE
YEŞILKÖY FIRE DEPARTMENT
DÖRTYOL FIRE DEPARTMENT
KUZUCULU FIRE DEPARTMENT
PAYAS FIRE DEPARTMENT

:
:
:
:
:

HEALTH
AMBULANCE HOTLINE

: 112

110
(0 326)
(0 326)
(0 326)
(0 326)

734
712
764
755

17
22
71
78

09
15
11
06
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DORTYOL STATE HOSPITAL
: 0326 712 22
İLKE MEDICAL CENTER DÖRTYOL
: 0326 713 11
BIRTH-FUNERAL SERVICES
: 188
HEALTH GROUP HEAD
: 0326 712 77
MINISTRY OF HEALTH COMMUNICATION CENTER : 184
ÜMIT PHARMACY YESILKOY
: 0326 734 17
YASAM PHARMACY
: 0326 713 42

87
00
52
41
52

SECURITY
POLICE EMERGENCY
: 155
GENDARMA EMERGENCY
: 156 – 0 326 712 12 24
COUNTY POLICE DÖRTYOL
: 0326 712 12 88
COAST GUARD
: 158 – 0326 613 34 48
CIVIL DEFENSE ISKENDERUN
: 0326 613 07 88
MUNICIPAL POLICE HEADQUARTERS YESILKOY : 153 – 0326 734 17 00
MISCELLANEOUS
BOTAS PORT DIRECTORATE
PORT DIRECTORATE ISKENDERUN
PORT DIRECTORATE
B. P. GAS
MİLANGAZ
AYGAZ
İPRAGAZ
AKPET
BOTAS DÖRTYOL
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING DÖRTYOL
DISTRICT GOVERNORSHIP
THY
ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE
: 186

: (0 322) 639 21 38
: (0 326) 614 11 92
: (0 326) 614 00 47
: (0 326) 734 27 66
: (0 326) 734 25 46
: (0 326) 734 16 02
: (0 326) 734 11 12
: (0 326) 734 26 96
: (0 326) 744 55 77
: (0 326) 712 10 48
: (0 326) 712 12 20
: (0 322) 435 03 80

Table: 4 list of emergency telephone numbers

8. 5 Procedures for Reporting of Accidents
So far about no hazardous materials accident ever occurred in the Terminal all accidents
occurred in Global Terminal Services GTS, are entered in the event investigation and
suggestion follow up form. The information in this form is classified and statistics reports are
created as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o

with workday loss
with damaged material
Suggestions
according to the type of injury
according to the extremities suffered injury
by the time of occurrence.
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Monthly statistical reports of accidents that occur in a Terminal, are presented to the
Terminal Manager. Terminal Managers presents reports in the management review meetings
and provide that the activities required for the improvements are decided.
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8. 6. Method of Coordination, Support and Cooperation with Official Authorities
In the incidents that relates with third-parties and Governmental authorities all kinds of
customs, and the like that may occur in the terminal information is distributed to Terminal
Manager; CEO, CFO, Formal Affairs Coordinator, and Director of Operations. However,
information is provided to the technical group if the events that took place are within the
technical issues such as measuring tools, truck filling discharge units, tank filling discharge
units, the ship loading, unloading units. Terminal Manager and Operations Manager is
responsible for making the first exchange of information to CEO and CFO in all other incidents
outside of these.
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The following details must be conveyed as accurately as possible when reporting the
incident to the Chairman of the KYG.
It should be sent to KYG by electronic mail within 24 hours by having filled out the Accident
Report form given in page 11/12
•
Local date and time
•
The caller's name, department, and location (if it is a notification call or if there is a
person notifying at the the area of the incident)
Accidental :
•
The date and time of the accident
•
Location
•
The number of casualties or dead and names (if exista and known)
•
Damages in the facility, unit or Office.
Assessment:
•
has been taken/ already being taken /failed to take under control,
Measures Taken:
•
Intervention against the accident
•
Measures taken for personnel and equipment
The Third Parties Involved:
•
Public authorities, media
CRISIS MANAGEMENT CENTERS
Ceyhan Terminal: It is the Office Terminal Managerwhere the crisis took place. Where
it is not possible the closest place with the necessary communications equipment will be rapidly
turn into a Crisis Management Centre and will be reported to the General Management KYG.
Crisis Management Centre for Global Terminal Services GTS General Management is
the office of the Director General Manager.
In each case, professional help will be received for the workers that are brought
externally for service Liaison with the externally service providing qualified experts will be
provided by the Terminal Manager or Operations Manager based on the location of crisis.
8. 7 Emergency Evacuation Plan For the evacuation of Ships and Sea Vessels From the
Harbor in Case of Emergency
Fire and emergency leave plan: Ship officer is responsible for ensuring fire safety of ship
according to the ISGOOT rules.
The ship's officer is responsible to sail the ship when instructions are given and providing the
number of qualified crew onboard in order to povide cruising-fire safety.
Cargo manifold at the far end of the appropriate distance ready to use, dual purpose nozzle
mounted on deck and opened as the condition and fire at least two fire hose connected to the
valve. tehre will be at least two fire hoses connected to the fire valve.
Two dry chemical powder fire extinguishing mobile manimaks (WSC) will be ready for use from
the appropriate distance to the manifold.
Ship vehicle will be ready to be put to the sea and use in order to abandon the ship in an
emergency
Equipped with a rope ladder or a jetty equipped with safety net should be ready to use on
board at the outside of the ship.
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VHF channel 16 will be used for the police, ambulance and fire brigades that may be needed
in an Emergency.
Storm and bad weather conditions: When there is a wind of 20-25 Knots nautical miles in
the terminal the discharge stops. This decision is made by the ship's captain and the Terminal
authority. Terminal Management is authorized to decide to remove the hose and the ship leave
the Terminal.
Tank cleaning, ballast uptake: It is forbidden for the ships in the terminal to wash tanks to
discharge ballast and slop tank. It is forbidden to wash the beam ends and decks and do any
paint work. During and after the evacuation taking up ballasts to tanks is subject to permission
to be and it shall be specified in the discharge protocol.
Evacuation of the ship's personnel from the ship : on the ships berthed at the the terminal
for filling if the on board crew is asked to abandon the ship with the decision of the captain of
the ship in any emergency such as fires, petroleum spills, earthquakes, terrorist attacks,
The demand of ship's captain is forwarded to the Terminal Management.
The ship's captain obeys the the planning that the terminal Management will make. Ship's crew
gets on board the ship's crew is safely brought to shore. By calling in the mooring boats that
serves the terminal Operation is endorsed with a record.
8. 8 Procedures for the Handling and Disposal of Damaged Hazardous Materials and
Waste that Hazardous Materials have contracted.
Identification and Classification of wastes
The waste that develop/could develop as a result of the GTS Ceyhan Terminal activities
are classified in accordance with their nature as shown in Figure 5 and collection, temporary
storage, disposal, recycling, transportation, disposal of wastes and control activities after
disposal processes is carried out in accordance with this classification.
Municipal Solid
Solid Wastes

Excavation and Construction Debris
Waste
Dangerous Solid
Packaging
Wastes Waste
Domestic Liquid

Wastes

Liquid Waste

Waste
Liquid waste contaminated with fuel oil and
derivatives
Other
hazardous liquid waste
Waste oil
Spillages of the Sea
The fire-induced flue gases

Gas Waste

Volatile organic carbons
Exhaust gas

Figure 5. Possible waste likely to form at the facility

8. 9 Emergency drills and their records
At least once a year drills for fire evacuation, search and rescue are undertaken under
the regulation, once a year within the scope of 5312, the fight against sea pollution by oil spill
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drill, once a year the building evacuation safety drill and 2 times a year safety drills in the
framework of ISPS should be undertaken.
Dök. No: PL-CEY-SEÇ-004

RUBİS TERMİNAL PETROL TİC VE SAN A.Ş.

Tarih: 28.04.2017

YILLIK TATBİKAT PLANI

No

Tatbikat
Adı

Yangınkurtarma1
tahliye
Tatbikatı

Tatbikatın
Amacı

Tatbikatı Katılımcıla Planlanan Gerçekleşen Planlanan
Yöneten
r
Tarih
Tarih
Süre

Rev:3

Gerçekleşen
Süre

Açıklama

Yangına hazırlıklı
İSG ve
olma, pratiklik
Çevre Uz.
kazanmak

Tüm Terminal
Personeli

Tahliye
Tatbikatı

Acil durumlarda
en hızlı şekilde
binayı tahliye
etmek

İSG ve
Çevre Uz.

Tüm Beyaz
yaka
personelleri

Şubat

Tatbikat Raporuna Bakınız.

Oil - Spill
3
Tatbikatı

Körfez Bölgesel
Petrol Kirliliği
Tatbikatı

ARMADA

Komşu Tesisler
ve Tüm
Terminal
Personeli

Nisan
ekim

Oill-Spill Tatbikat
Raporuna Bakınız.

ISPS
4
Tatbikatı

ISPS kapsamında
yılda bir kere tüm Atem
terminalde
Güvenlik
güvenlik tatbikatı

Tüm Terminal
Personeli

Ekim ile
Aralık ayları
arası

ISPS Tatbikat Raporuna
Bakınız.

5 BEKKT

Büyük Endüstriyel
Kazalardan
Korunma Tatbikatı

Tüm Terminal
Personeli

temmuz
kasım

Büyük Endüstriyel Kaza
Seneryosu Formu na
bakınız

2

Ekim ile
Aralık ayları
arası

Yangın Tatbikat Raporuna
Bakınız.

Table 5 Annual Drills Plan

8. 10 Information on fire protection systems
Fire-fighting systems are needed in order to avoid potentially exposed equipment to
prevent from fire growth and to minimize fire damage. Ideally, most of the fires are extinguished
by first of all isolating and taking the fuel supply under control and, if necessary and if possible,
by extinguishing the fire using appropriate agents. In refineries or terminals and related
facilities and in the sea terminals that has a land connection terminal fire fighting system, is
usually a part of the fire fighting plan for the entire complex. Fixed fire-fighting systems must
be capable of full operation locally to be used by existing staff within the first 5 minutes of the
outbreak of a fire.
In many ports where there is a terminal or congested industrial areas, local authority or
port authority can provide the ability to fight major fires. The amount and type of fire-fighting
equipment, should be linked to the size and location of the terminal, frequency of use of the
Terminal and to the additional factors that is described in chapter 19. 1 Other relevant factors
include the existence of reciprocal arrangements and the physical layout of the terminal
Because of many variables, it doesn't to make sense to certain recommendations concerning
fire-fighting equipment. Each terminal should be reviewed separately when deciding on
equipment type, location, and use. In addition to national regulatory requirements, skills should
be based on general guidance contained in this chapter and a formal risk analysis report. Risk
analysis, should take into account the following criteria for each port:
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• Capasities of the ships that may be included in the jetty.
• Jetty and terminal location.
• Type of cargoes.handled
• Potential impact of the petroleum spill.
• Protected zones.
• Ability to respond to the fire.
• The level of education and experience of the local emergency response organization.
Portable and trolley fire extinguishers and monitors: Portable and wheeled fire
extinguishers at each marine terminal jetty should exist on a table depending on the frequency
of the use, location and capacity of the jetty portable fire extinguishers should be placed so
that it can be reached in a way without carrying more than 15 metres like a fire extinguisher.
Trolley extinguishers should be placed in location a easy to find normally at both ends of the
bridge loading arm or at the point of entry of the approach to the jetty.
Fire extinguishers, protective chests or cabinets with coloured or bright floor paint
suitable and clearly should be kept one.
The location of fire extinguishers, protective boxes or cabinets should be continuous and
appropriate colored or held to draw attention to shiny floor paint. The upper part of a fire
extinguisher or lifting lugs of should normally not be higher than of one meter.
Dry chemical extinguishers are considered to be the most appropriate type
extinguishers to quickly extinguish the small hydrocarbon fires.
Carbon dioxide fire extinguishers are in very small numbers only for the spots where
small electrical fires can evolve in the jetty. However, electrical secondary stations or sea
terminals indoor required electrical rooms, must be equipped with enough carbon dioxide fire
extinguisher or a fixed carbon dioxide system must be installed.
Fire extinguishers with premixed foam solution in a capacity of 100 liter foams are well
suitable for use in jetties They are capable of providing approximately 1.000 liters of foam and
a typical jet length of about 12 meters. Small foam extinguishers of about 10 liters capacity, in
many cases, are too limited to be effective in the event of a fire in the terminal. At least two
portable foam / water monitors, fire hose should be provided with sufficient length of foam
induction hose and to facilitate to spread at maximum range with a fire hose for each jetty.
Fixed fire-fighting equipment of the Terminal: In marine terminals fire water; is provided
often from the sea, rivers or from the dock unlimitedly. Where fire water supplied from a static
storage like a tank or cistern at maximum design capacity must be equivalent to at least 4
hours of continuous use out of the reserve, for the purposes of fire-fighting and fire
extinguishing system. Upon the water drawing by any other user from the same static
repository the reserve for Fire fighting normally will be need to to be toped up. The piping
arrangements must be regulated to prevent the use of the fire-fighting reserve that may have
been needed for the integrity of water supply like a reserve that supply within the static storage
for other purposes. Fire water flow rates and pressures,must be sufficient to cover the
requirements.for both the fighting and the cooling water for a fire that may occur in accordance
with reality.
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Fire Pumps: When applicable, placed fixed fire pumps should be provided on a scale
appropriate to provide reserve capacity that allows for unforeseen events such as fire pump
maintenance, repairs, or such as disruptions during emergencies. Electric motor, diesel engine
and steam turbine-operated pumps. However, selection of electrical and steam turbine drives,
reliability of the vapor and power supply in a special alocation must be taken into account.
Typically, a combination of diesel and electric-driven pumps are preferred. When fire pumps
are placed on top of a jetty during a fire in the marine terminal it is important to provide fire
pumps that are not stationary that are in a safe and protected place or which do not create a
potential source of ignition for themselves. When choosing a place for the fire pumps,
consideration should be given to the closest tanker to the loading bridge or barge. Where
applicable, fire pump installations, below the deck are of installation or at the bottom side of
the sea surface must be protected from the effects of the fire. Protection may be realized with
structural obstacles, with boom or water spray systems. In these circumstances, fire pump
should be placed in a hard deck. Whenever the electric motor driven pumps are placed it
should be considered to paid attention to the path that the power cables are laid and fire
protection.
The Main Fire Circuit: In marine terminals continuous fire water main pipes and/or the
foam-water solution main pipes are placed close to the jetty approach ways. Main pipes must
be extended as much as possible close to the ends of the marine terminal end portions and a
sufficient number of water intake points (hydra) and must be provided. Hydrant points Typically
consists of. a suitable fire hose connection for locally used certain types of fire hose coupling
and equipped with individual valve outputs and headers. Separation valves, should be
equipped to prevent the loss of all of the fire fighting system due to a blockage or a simple
puncture in the fire circuit network. Separation valves must be placed in such a way to continue
feeding at the jetty approach even in case of a defect of the fire main circuit. Where a shore
installation extended into the main fire installation of jetty, a valve (valves) should be available
at the shore side of the jetty. Additional fire valves, must be placed above the separation
valves. When the jetties are in the form of a Sea Island, the separation valves will continue to
operate; even in the case of a single point defect or during the required maintenance and they
must be placed on a network that is at least 50% of the main fire circuit network and a sufficient
number of hydrants still must be provided for total fire water demand. The main fire circuit
construction material must be suitable with the water supply. The minimum capacity and
pressures for the main fire circuits depend on whether the system is used for cooling or foam
production or not on the needed length of jet. At places where it is encountered with freezing
conditions, main fire circuits that cannot be protected as dry-style, must be protected against
frost. In particular, where the fire water supply is supplied from a shore network, any wet part
of the network should be buried below the frost line or otherwise protected from freezing. As a
precaution against corrosion, the buried main fire circuit is needed to be properly covered and
be wrapped up. Cathodic protection may be needed drain valves should be placed in the
appropriate places in the main fire circuit and to the ends of the fire circuit flashing points
should be provided.
Fire Valves (Hydrants): In marine terminals and the distance between the location of
the hydrant is generally determined by the property of the protected facility. Since fire hydrants
can typically be difficult to construct at regular intervals,in the jetty or loading arm areas
however, the hydrants are placed at the approach and the passage paths, at the jetty or loading
arm areas not more than 45 metres and along the approach or passage way not more than 90
metres. Hose connections must be in adesign in accordance with the demands of local or
national fire authority. Hydrants should be easily found in the at the approach roads or on ways
on which vehicles drive and should be placed and preserved so as not to give any physical
damage.
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International Shore Fire Connection: In all marine terminals and ports, that are
equipped with a fire water system there should be 'at least one International Shore Fire
connection' complete with bolts and nuts that will provide water to a tanker's main fire circuit
to fight fire on board if necessary. The connection should be protected from the elements and
should be maintained as placed in a readily accessible form for usage. The purpose and
location of this connection must be known by the relevant personnel and should be discussed
during the completion of Ship / Shore Safety Checklist and should be agreed upon. A 63 mm
hose connection must be provided for the required pumping capacity of 57 m3 / h
Pump entry points for Fire-fighting boats: In a terminal if tankers berth and unberth by using
tugboats these can be equipped with in order to pump fighting water to the terminal's main
fighting system.
The pump input points should be near the end of the main fire pipelines at places that
is convenient and can be entered to and preferably at the places where the fire-fighting boats
are safety berthed. In an extremely emergency case a fire boat can be used to extend fire
water supply to the the shore main fire pipe network. Pump entry points should contain at least
4x63 mm hose entries or equivalent. Hose inlets; should have screw-type turning valves and /
or be equipped with non-return valves that should be placed to reduce the possibility of kinking
of the hose. Locations of these inlets should be painted; for example, with white so as to stand
out.
Foam Systems: In the direction of fire water pump flow and at the application nozzles and at
the foam making equipment at some point against the flow Foam concentrate should be
proportioned appropriately and should be mixed with water. Due to kinetic energy loss and
due to the high friction losses from such systems, the fully expanded foam fixed pipework is
not recommended for extended (aerated) foam. because it cannot be launched forward in an
effective way. The selected type of foam concentrate depends on for example, protein,flora
protein, Juicy Film Form Foam (AFFF) or alcohol/polar solvent resistant type concentrate
(concentrated type that reduces the surface tension of hydrocarbons); sonorous or a silent
whether an equipment is placed or not and the the facility of recurrent procurement, fuel type
and its formula. There are a few systems that can be obtained in order to feed the foam
concentrate to the foam making equipment in jetties. Some of the main systems are explained
briefly below.
Designated 'Foam Concentrate' Piping System that uses Atmospheric Foam Tanks
1) Storage of foam concentrate in bulk in tanks or other containers.
2) Foam pumps to give the foam concentrate to foam pipe circuit network.
Pumps may be electric motor or water turbine driven using a short path from the main fire
circuit.
3) Probably 75 mm in diameter, in order to connect a fixed equipment for the pipework network
that provide a set of discharge points for fitting of the foam induction hose while crossing from
side to side at jetty and jetty approaches.
Monitors (or Balls): Even though monitors were only designed for foam they may be
used for foam and water. Large capacity monitors normally can be on a fixed body or on a
mobile unit. The condition of the fixed monitors is that they should be considered for handling
ships more than 20, 000 d.w. tons in the tanker jetties. Condition scale should be based on the
capacity, place, frequency of use of each jetty. The capacity and quantity of the required foam
monitors including the capacity of fire water supply systems will depend on local situations and
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conditions. For the fire fighting mission in the jetty and ship where a single lift foam monitor is
provided the discharge capacity of the monitor must not be less than 115 m3/hour, but this
could be as much as 350 m3/hour.
Monitors must be fed from the main fire circuit of the jetty and individually every monitor
platform should be activated manually or by the detaching valve that controls a group of
monitors depending on the special design should be activated manually remote or by a motor.
Monitors could be placed at the level of the jetty deck (normally only at the appropriate
small terminals) or on the fixed towers. Effective height of the liquid flow from a monitor, is
considered to be the planned private use. For example, in case of a fire involving the manifold
of the vessel If help is needed the height of freeboard is important and with large tankers this
can be more than 23 metres, the foam discharge should be over the deck height of the empty
vessel and in order to ensure that it is over the maximum height of the tidal wave or it should
be placed onto the top of the towers or the jetty passage towers in order for the Fixed monitors
ideally be sufficient to cover the manifolds of the ship.
Monitors typically should provide a jet that is 30 meters long and 15 meters high.in
stagnant air.
Monitors can be controlled manually or from either a tower base or can be controlled
remotely from a distance. The checks carried out from the tower base may need special
protection. In fixed tower facility; it can be retracted to control manually with the wind blowing
from the wrong direction, with the smoke blackening the vision and view Remote control can
be made with electronic tools, hydraulic or mechanical connections. Remote control points for
raised monitors should be placed in a safe place. However, the choice of a safe place, of
course, will depend on the size of the jetty and property that have been mounted. Where
applicable, the monitor control point should be at least 15 meters away from the possile venue
of fire.
Fixed Protective Systems Under Deck: At the the sea terminals that are away from the
shored and that are spread over the sea, when fixed protective systems are placed under the
deck or when there are no firefighting boats, the way to fight with fire will be difficult or
dangerous. In such cases, this type of system; during a massive tanker fire and down the jetty
there is the possibility of large spillage fires, in particular it may be necessary to provide a
reliable basis for useful operation. When the firefighting boats are available to give a quick
response in case of a local fire on the water surface, cooling unprotected structure and the
exposed supports, (resisting without burning) a fixed water spray system can be placed below
deck. Discharge flow rate for such a system should be at least 10 liters per minute per square
meter. When there are no Fire-fighting vessels in case a quick response to a fire can not be
ensured; a fixed foam / water sprinkler system may be positioned below the deck level for
protection and cooling of the unprotected substances, supporting structures where they
resisted without having to be burned. Under these circumstances, such a system will ensure
that the the fire under the deck gets quickly under control and extinguished. This type of system
should drain no less than 5-6 liters of water per minute, per square meter . When the support
piles and beams are made of fire-resistant materials, such as concrete, foam water sprinkler
system with a fixed reduced application evacuation flow rates/can be recommended.
Water-based fire fighting equipment: Water-based fire-fighting equipment is normally
firefighting boats and the fire tug boats, especially when it comes to maneuvering against the
wind, they can be quite effective.
Firefighting boats that are constantly ready andwell-equipped at the place where they
are located and they must be able to be ready very quickly within 15-20 minutes after the call
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time, then for example the scale of the fire fighting equipment that has been provided at the
jetty, capacity and connection of fire-fighting equipment based on local water can be detected
after consideration
Water-based fire fighting capability is provided by boats or tugs that have the best
possibility to use the port which are equipped with fire-fighting equipment including foam plants
that are capable of dealing with a deck fire in the largest tankers,
Where there is the tug firefighting capability, in the terminal or in tankers, it is part of a
planned response to the fire of the terminal If their assistance is to be effective, they must be
ready as quickly as needed. If these tugs are helping an approaching or leaving a vessel in
another part of the terminal or harbor, when a fire emergency occurs, to help fight the fire,
arrangements should be made to provide the ability to be free as soon as as possible, when
these tug boats render to be free between their accustomed jobs, they should be somewhere
in the terminal that is easily accessible and visible where possible, they should be berthed so
as to be left free easily and they should keep alert on the radio and keep watching. In a fire,
the fire-fighting tug service may not be available in a reasonable period of time, when
determining the fire fighting requirements of the terminal their contributions should not be
included. In special cases, where there are ports with many terminals or where there are
terminals that handle a large number of tankers, it should be considered to employ a specially
equipped, fire-fighting boat. Especially at the terminals with the sea island jetties, each of the
fire-fighting boats or boats should be equipped with an international Shore Fire Connection in
order to provide fire water to the main fire water circuit of a ship or must have the appropriate
adapter for this purpose. Also on board, there must be a similar connection allowing to provide
water to the main fire circuit of terminal. A 63 mm hose connection should be supplied for the
required pumping capacity of 57 m3 per hour. The decision in combination with the port
authorities to use tugs to help fight a fire in the terminal or in a tanker or for the departure of
the other ships for the imminent hazard and it must be performed by a duly authorized person
in the fire fighting. Fire-fighting tugs must be equipped with radios that has separate channels
UHF / VHF for fire fighting and towing and while fighting with fire, under the command of a
duly authorized person to fight fire direct contact should be established with him. Tugboats
with firefighting equipment should be checked regularly to ensure the maintenance of their
equipment and the foam composition stocks must be in good condition. Tests of fire pumps
and monitor should be done on a weekly basis. Foam filling point in the tugs should be kept
clear, so they should be ready for use at any moment. The decision should be taken whether
the availability of trained fire fighters on the tug or whether personnel will be used or not for
fire-fighting tasks, as part of the emergency plan of the terminal. The decision must be
supported by adequate training for fire fighters that have been assigned.
PASSAGES FOR FIRE FIGHTING SERVICES: Parking areas should ensure close
approaches to marine terminals for fire-fighting vehicles. The conditions for the waiting or pass
area should also be considered at the jetty approach builds. Any limitations should also be
considered about maximum axle weight for the passage of vehicles on the jetty.
8. 11 Procedures For Authorization and Control testing, Maintenance and Readiness to
deploy for Fire Protection Systems
Measures to be taken In order for the terminal to be protected against hazards of fire
by ensuring the fulfillment of the principles and procedure with regard to the tasks and activities
of the fire-fighting team and first aid team and other relevant personnel in case that they face
with the imminent danger of fire, as preventing the people other than attendants to approach,
in order to avoid confusion in the places where fire has broke out and to make the best use of
the available manpower and equipment as soon as possible.
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The foregoing description covers all of the staff working in the terminal.
Regularly every month technical safety (HSE staff) performs checks (by physical and testing)
the complete fire equipment the carried out controls are listed and delivered to the supervisor
for approval.
Those indicated as faulty or requiring care in the fire equipment list is notified in writing to the
maintenance unit on a failure notification and / or rework demand form by providing the
realization of the necessary maintenance and repair work it is constantly kept in a ready state.
Fire Plan: Fire fighting operations are in the personal responsibility of the Terminal Manager.
Fire-fighting plan should be prepared and in this plan the following issues must be addressed,
the instructions are briefly and explicitly expressed and shall be posted on all of the bulletin
boards. A copy of the fire plan should be stored under the title "FIRE" in the Terminal
Emergency Plan:
General order of operations in fire fighting;
(1) Informing the radio units.
(2) By pressing the the nearest fire alarm button, A fire.call is made
(3) Call 150 on the telephone and report the fire alarm.
(4) Notification of the person who took the notification to the Terminal Manager.
(5) The Terminal Manager notifies places (ambulance, fire brigade) that he deems necessary
to the person receiving the report.
(6) Notification of the person who took the notification to the necessary places
(7) Notification of the Crisis Management Group (KYG) in Large fires.
(8) Notification of the Security personnel of the number of existing staff and visitors to the
authorities.
(9) Fire fighting team is provided to act according to tasks shown in the team chart.
The terminal personnel, at least once a year, if Terminal Manager deemed necessary
more frequently, will make drills in order to practice for what they will be doing against the
possibility of a fire within the Fire Plan. Drills will be done including fuel spills and covering all
events and fire classes. In order for all of the staff to gain experience, the fire-extinguishers
whose date of expiry are near should be used during drills If possible, local firefighting team
should be encouraged to participate in the drills It is of vital importance to keep hydrants in the
Terminal ready for service. During the routine experiments it should be noted that if foam spray
jets are used, the required pressure of 10,3 bars are not needed to be maintained on the water
pipes but the spray nozzle itself. Records of these exercises must be kept.
Extinguishing Substances: Fire extinguishing property of Water originates from its ability to
lower the temperature of the burning material by absorbing heat from the fire. water should
evaporate isolating the oxygen in the air around the fire to asphyxiate it for full accomplishment
of this heat absorbing capacity. Therefore, if the water is used by sprinkling water, it yields
better results than applied with water jets. Water is suitable for usage in the following types of
fire:
a) Solid materials (wood, paper, etc.).
b) When sprayed as mist, creats a protective curtain between the fire and fire fighting
personnel. In this case, fire-fighting personnel can approach the fire more for operations such
as closing valves, and saving lives.
c) Cooling the facilities and equipment close to the fire (eg Tanks).
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Water should not be used in the following situations:
a) In the power tools since there is the electrical shock hazard,
b) Since it is ineffective and has fire spreading hazard with volatile substances such as
gasoline. Since there is a possibility of overflow by boiling water should not be used for firefighting in tanks.
8. 12 Measures to be taken in cases where fire protection Systems do not function. All
onsite fire system is automatically activated. In the case where the system operation fails
valves can be opened manually. Support is received from firefighters and neighboring facilities.
8. 13 Other risk control equipment:
9. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
9. 1 Occupational health and safety measures
The necessary checks are made to ensure that the work done has no danger to terminal
activities, personnel and equipment and that no work is done apart from the scope of the work
permit the execution of the work in line with the specific instructions and technical safety rules
is essential. The defined information were obtained from the TL-CEY-SEC-004 Personal
protective equipment Instruction and PR-CEY-SEC-001 work permits procedure.
9. 2 Procedures for the Information on Personal Protective Clothing and their Use
All of the employees should be equipped with a protective outfit and nobody should be
allowed to work without wearing these. Whatever the case is, in order to obtain the desired
level of protection out of the personal protective equipment it is essential that their selection,
use and maintenance is done correctly. Clothing is made of Nomex fabric at international
standards. It is resistant to fire vortex and reflector attached to be noticed at night Fireproof
clothing are directly used by people that intervene to the indoor or outdoor fires or by those
who undertake a search / recovery activity in such environments and get into the direct fire. In
tank clean ups one-piece cotton outfit (overalls) should be worn that is completely covering the
body No synthetic material should be used in this type of clothing and it should be definitely
and disposed of after the end of process. The defined information were obtained from the TLCEY-SEC-004 Personal protective equipment Instruction and PR-CEY-SEC-001 work permits
procedure.
10. OTHER PROVISIONS:
10. 1 Effectivity date of temporary operation permit
01. 06. 2016
10. 2 The tasks that are defined for hazardous materials safety advisor
According to article 8 of the Regulation on Transport of Hazardous Substances via
Seaway the facilities must employ dangerous goods Safety Advisor. However, in the Article 19
of the same Regulation it is expressed that Article 8 also takes effect on 01.01.2018.
Article 19 – (1) 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th articles of this regulation will take effect on 1/1/2016,
8th article on 1/1/2018, other articles will take effect on the date of issue..
10. 3 Considerations for the ones that will arrive in the Harbor facility via seaway that
transport Hazardous Substances from the Harbor Facility
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Considerations for the ones that transport Hazardous Substances from the Harbor
Facility by Highway (Highway Vehicles Transporting hazardous Materials to Port and Harbor
Facility Site/ the documents that they required to carry at the Entrance/Exit of the Site;
-Filling venue Vehicle physical status determination protocol Eastern Mediterranean customs
and trade Regional Office Isdemir Customs Directorate form
-Tanker Safety Control Form
Equipment and devices which these vehicles must bear
We're going to get from the guide of Erkin Bey
The speed limit in the Harbor is 20 km/h.
10.4 Considerations for the ones that will arrive in the Harbor facility via highway that
transport Hazardous Substances from the Harbor Facility
Considerations for the ones that will arrive in the Harbor facility via seaway that
transport Hazardous Substances from the Harbor Facility (considerations such as Ships and
sea vehicles carrying hazardous cargoes that will declare at the port or harbor facility for
Day/Night Markings, cold and hot work procedures at Ships etc.).
Day time burak flag, night time red torch sign is used.
10. 5 Additional Considerations To Be Added By The Harbor Facility
There are no additional considerations.
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